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Blends' of' biodegradable' polyesters;' poly(ε5caprolactone)' (PCL)' and' poly(lactic' acid)'(PLA)' were' produced' by' a' variety' of' preparation' methods;' solution' casting,' melt'blending'and'blending'in'the'presence'of'carbon'dioxide'using'a'single'screw'extruder.'The'blends'were'characterised'using'scanning'electron'microscopy' (SEM),'mechanical'testing,' differential' scanning' calorimetry' (DSC),' Fourier' Transform' infrared'spectroscopy'(FTIR),'rheology'and'size'exclusion'chromatography'(SEC).''Comparison'of'the' blends' produced' via' the' different' preparation' techniques' indicated' that' carbon'dioxide'was'able'to'improve'the'morphology'and'mechanical'properties'of'the'PLA/PCL'blends.''The' influence' of' carbon' dioxide' on' the' reptation' time' of' poly(ε5caprolactone)' was'investigated'using'oscillatory' rheology.' It'was' shown' that'by' introducing'CO2' into' the'polymer'melt,'the'reptation'time'was'significantly'reduced,'providing'evidence'that'CO2'was' interacting' with' this' polymer.' Further' analysis' of' the' data' showed' that' the'activation'energy'to'flow'was'reduced,'which'was'consistent'with'the'reduction'in'the'reptation'times.'''Flash' DSC,' a' relatively' new' thermal' analysis' technique,' was' used' to' explore' areas' of'polymer'science'that'are'otherwise'unachievable'using'conventional'DSC.'It'showed'the'ability' to' prevent' reorganisation' and' crystallisation' in' partially' crystalline' polymers'such'as'poly(ε5caprolactone)'and'was'able'to'evaluate'the'activation'energy'of'the'glass'transition'temperature'for'different'amorphous'and'partially'crystalline'grades'of'PLA.'
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1.1(The(origins(of(bio*polymer(science(Many! polymers,! or!macromolecules,! are! naturally! occurring! and! essential! for! life! and!some!have!been!exploited!by!humans!for!thousands!of!years.!Those!found!in!plants!and!animals,!such!as!DNA,!enzymes,!polysaccharides!(starches!and!cellulose)!are!examples!of! crucially! important! polymers! occurring! in! living! organisms! [1].! Other! naturally!occurring! polymers! that! have! been! exploited! by! man! include! rubber,! resins,! wood,!cotton,!proteins,!silk!and!leather![2].!!Initial!developments!in!the!19th!century!were!made!by!chemically!modifying!the!natural!products;! Thomas! Hancock! and! Charles! Goodyear,! discovered! that! the! properties! of!natural! rubber! could! be! improved! by! cross! linking! it! with! sulphur,! a! process! called!vulcanization! [1].! Other! semiNsynthetic! polymers! and! associative! patents! were! also!produced!during!this!time;!polymers!such!as!cellulose!nitrate!and!cellulose!acetate;!the!‘viscose! process’! for! producing! textile! fibres! and! cellophane! film,! Parkesine! and!celluloid.!However,!the!first!fully!synthetic!polymer!to!be!commercialised,!was!not!until!1910,!when!Leo!Baekeland!produced!phenolNformaldehyde!resin,!known!as!Bakelite![3].!Synthetic!polymers!were!subsequently!produced!from!the!cracking!of!crude!oil,!natural!gas! and! coal! distillation,! in! particular! from! olefins,! dienes,! aromatics! etc.% [4].! The!following! years! saw! the!production!of! new!polymers! and! an!understanding! that! their!unique!properties!arose!from!the!long!chain!nature!of!the!materials.!This!was!followed!by!the!production!of!conventional! linear!polymers!during!the!1930s!to!the!1950s.!The!development! of! polycondensation! and! polyaddition! reactions! enabled! new! polymers!such! as! poly(vinyl! chloride),! polystyrene,! poly(methyl! methacrylate),! Nylon! 6,6,!
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polyethylene,! styreneNbutadiene! rubber! and! silicones! to! be! manufactured! in! large!tonnages.!The!company!DuPont!undertook!the!controlled!preparation!of!polyesters!and!polyamides,! and! subsequently! poly(ethylene! terphthalate)! and! polyurethanes! were!developed.!!It! was! also! during! this! time! that! the! interest! in! bioNpolymers! began,! with! pioneering!work!by!Carothers!who!derived!an!aliphatic!polyester!from!lactic!acid!in!1932.!However,!the! material! possessed! poor! mechanical! properties! and! was! later! improved! and!patented! by! DuPont! in! 1954! [5].! DuPont!were! also! responsible! in! later! years! for! the!production! of! synthetic! fibres! stronger! than! steel,! such! as! Kevlar! discovered! by!Stephanie!Kwoleck![6].!The!research!into!bioNpolymers!was!discontinued!as!a!result!of!their! susceptibility! to! degradation.! In! 1972,! Ethicon! introduced! highNstrength!biocompatible! fibres! for!medical! resorbable! sutures! and! the! focus! for! these! polymers!remained!within!the!medical!field.!The!more!attractive!cost!structure!of!bioNpolymers!in!recent! years!has! consequently! seen!a! renewed! interest! and! therefore! a!broadening!of!applications!outside!of!the!medical!industry![5].!!!
1.1.1#Polymer#microstructure#With!a!wider!range!of!applications!and!demands!for!diversity!in!polymer!properties,!the!need!to!improve!and!develop!these!materials!has!remained,!although!the!increased!cost!of! raw!materials! has! placed! constraints! on!what! polymer!materials! are! commercially!viable.!Polymer!science! is! still! expanding!with!new!materials,! challenges!and!concepts!that!are!constantly!being! tackled,!a! few!of!which!are!demonstrated!and!undertaken! in!this!thesis.!!
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In!order!to!explain!the!material!properties!of!a!polymer,!understanding!it!on!a!molecular!level!and!defining!the!morphology!of!a!polymer!helps!to!distinguish!its!properties!and!determine!its!applications.!A!polymer!is!composed!of!molecules!constructed!from!many!smaller!structural!units!called!monomers,! linked!to!each!other!by!interatomic!covalent!bonds.! Polymerisation! is! the! formation! of! a! polymer! by! linking! together! monomer!molecules!through!chemical!reactions.!For!the!majority!of!polymers,!these!molecules!are!in!the!form!of!long!and!flexible!chains.!The!backbone!of!each!chain!is!usually!a!string!of!carbon! atoms.! For! example,! the! polymerisation! of! ethylene! produces! polyethylene,! a!chain! typically! containing! 10,000! carbon! atoms! linked! together! [1].! Polymers! such! as!these,! are! derived! from! one! species! of! monomer! and! are! termed! homopolymers.!Heteropolymers! exist!when! there! are! several!monomers! present,! an! example! being! a!copolymer.! Copolymers! exist! in! many! forms;! random,! alternating,! block! and! graft!copolymers.!The!repetition!of!monomer!units!can!be! linear,!branched!(containing!side!chains)!or!interconnected!(possessing!a!threeNdimensional!network)![4].!!!




Atactic!polymers!display!a! completely! irregular! arrangement!of!pendant! groups!along!the!chain.!These!subtle!variations!in!chain!tacticity!of!polystyrene!may!yield!significantly!different! properties! and! polymer! structure,! such! as! mechanical! strength,! thermal!stability!and!crystallisation![8].!The!irregular!nature!of!the!atactic!structure!produces!an!amorphous!form!of!this!polymer.!Both!stereoregular!isotactic!and!syndiotactic!forms!of!polystyrene! can! crystallise.! Another! similar! example! is! polypropylene,! isotactic!polypropylene!(iPP)!is!crystalline,!whereas!atactic!is!amorphous![9].!
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1.1.1.2%Partially%crystalline%polymers%!Polymers!are!considered!to!be!either!amorphous!or!crystalline,!although!no!engineering!polymer! can! be! completely! crystalline,! but! in! reality! are! more! correctly! labelled! as!partially! crystalline.! Bulk! crystallised! polymers! have! amorphous! areas! contained!between!the!crystalline!regions.!These!crystalline!regions!consist!of!branched! lamellar!crystals,! which! are! organised! into! a! spherical! particle,! or! spherulite! with! amorphous!regions! between! the! lamellae.! Figure! 1.2! illustrates! a! typical! example! of! polymer!spherulites,!which!have!been!grown!by!cooling!from!the!melt!and!observed!by!hotNstage!microscopy.!!
(Figure!1.2.!A! typical!example!of!polymer!spherulites!across! the!different!stages!of!growth!and!impingement.!Micrographs!of!PLA!3051D!observed!after!60,!90!and!120!minutes!at!118!˚C.!!
!The! single! spherulite! in! this! particular! example! is! approximately!100!μm! in!diameter.!The!spherulite!is!initiated!from!a!central!nucleus,!most!likely!a!lamellar!crystal!which,!by!repeated!branching,!produces!a!spherical!contour!and!grows!radially!at!a!linear!growth!rate.!Spherulites!will!continue!to!grow!until!they!impinge!with!neighbouring!spherulites!and!stop!growing.!The!linear!boundaries!between!spherulites!are!evident!in!Figure!1.2.!A!spherulite!consists!of!many!chainNfolded! lamellae! formed! into!plateNshaped!polymer!
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crystallites,! approximately! 10!nm! in! thickness! [10]! (in! addition! to! some! amorphous!content)! that! radiate! from! the! centre! outwards! (Figure! 1.3).! The! chains! leaving! the!surface! of! the! lamallae! may! reNenter! randomly! or! by! regular! adjacent! reNentry.! ! In!addition,! tie! molecules! link! the! lamellae! to! one! another,! strengthening! the! interface!between!the!crystalline!and!amorphous!content.!!
(Figure! 1.3.! Schematic! of! the! structure! of! a! polymer! spherulite,! composed! of! plateNshaped!crystallites.!These!crystallites!consist!of!chainNfolded!lamellae.!Contained!between!each!polymer!crystallite!is!unordered!amorphous!material.!
!The! amorphous! regions! of! a! partially! crystalline! polymer! exhibit! a! glass! transition,!which! occurs! at! the! glass! transition! temperature! (Tg)! and! at! a! higher! temperature! a!melting! transition! (Tm),! corresponding! to! melting! of! the! crystalline! components!discussed!above.!Once!in!the!melt,!the!chains!that!were!aligned!and!highly!ordered!in!the!crystalline!regions!become!random!and!disordered;!the!polymer!is!now!a!viscous!liquid.!!On!cooling!the!melted!polymer!may!undergo!a!further!transition!and!reNcrystallise!at!the!crystallisation!temperature!(Tc).!This!transition!is!subject!to!a!number!of!factors!such!as!
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the!thermal!history!of!a!sample,!cooling!rate!and!the!temperature!at!which!the!sample!is!crystallised.!These!influence!the!thickness!of!the!chainNfolded!lamellae,!being!thicker!as!the! crystallisation! temperature! increases.! Thicker! lamellae! have! a! higher! melting!temperature.!However,!the!behaviour!of!all!transitions!are!also!a!function!of!the!heating!and!cooling!rates!applied!to!the!polymer.!
1.1.1.3%Amorphous%polymers%Amorphous! polymers! exhibit! only! a! glass! transition! temperature.! This! is! the!temperature!at!which!the!polymer!transforms!from!the!glassy,!brittle!state!into!a!more!rubbery,!flexible!one.!Above!the!glass!transition,!the!chains!have!a!significant!increase!in!molecular! mobility.! The! molecular! structure! of! a! polymer! largely! influences! the!temperature! at! which! the! glass! transition! occurs.! A! number! of! factors! such! as! chain!flexibility,! branching! and! cross! linking! all! affect! the! rotation! about! the!polymer! chain.!Polar!groups!and!large,!bulky!pendant!groups!with!high!molar!volume!provide!a!steric!hindrance! of! the! chain,! and! thereby! cause! restricted! motion! and! the! requirement! of!more!thermal!energy!to!set!the!chains!in!motion![11].!!
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1.2(Biodegradable(polymers(Biodegradable! polymers! are! macromolecules! that! undergo! a! significant! change! in!chemical! structure!under!specific!environmental! conditions,! resulting! in!bond!scission!of! the! chain! backbone! and! consequently! polymer! disintegration! [12].! It! was! initially!used! in! the!medical! field! in! 1969!when! the! first! biodegradable! polymer,! poly(glycolic!acid)! was! developed! to! be! the! first! degradable! suture,! previously! the! intestines! of!animals!was!used! for! this!purpose! [13].!The! investigations!and!developments!of!other!biodegradable!polymers!soon!followed.!!Since!most! commercial! polymers! are! produced! using! petrochemicals! (nonNrenewable!feedstocks),!and!many!are!used!for!short!duration!applications,!more!recently,!there!has!been!some!concern!regarding!sustainability![14].!!The! use! of! biodegradable! polymers! is! becoming! increasingly! widespread! as! their!applications!broaden!both!into!the!biomedical![13]!and!food!packaging!industries![15].!Persistent!rapid!growth!in!the!consumption!of!biodegradable!plastics!is!forecast!for!the!foreseeable!future![16].!Europe!continues!to!be!the! largest!consumer!of!biodegradable!polymers! (particularly! in! the! food! packaging! market),! contributing! to! over! half! the!global!total![16].!Some!examples!of!biodegradable!polymers!are!poly(hydroxyalkanoates)! (PHAs),! these!are!naturally!produced!by!bacteria,!such!as!poly(3Nhydroxybutyrate)!(PHB)![17].!Others!are! produced! using! renewable! resources! such! as! poly(lactic! acid)! (PLA)! (from! corn!starch)![18]!and!some!are!derived!via!a!synthetic!route!such!as!poly(butylene!succinate)!(PBS)!and!poly(εNcaprolactone)!(PCL)![19].!!
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!Homopolymers! synthesised! entirely! from! either! D! or! LNlactide! produce! partially!crystalline!polymers!with!a!melting!point!around!180!˚C![30].!When!PLA!polymers!are!produced!with!LNcontent!greater!than!approximately!90%!they!are!partially!crystalline,!however,!those!with!lower!stereoregularity!are!amorphous!and!exhibit!a!glass!transition!temperature! around! 50N57!˚C! [30,! 31].! The! majority! of! lactic! acid! obtained! from!biological! sources! exists! as! LNlactic! acid! [32].! The! crystallinity! of! PLA! produced! from!pure! LNlactide! reaches! levels! of! around! 45%! [33].! Research! into! the! addition! of! small!amounts! of! DNlactide! into! random! copolymers! containing! predominantly! LNlactide! has!been! investigated.! It! was! reported! that! the! crystallinity,! spherulite! growth! rate! and!lamella! thickness! decreased! substantially! on! increasing! DNcontent! of! the! copolymers![34].!!The!influence!of!mesoNlactide!on!properties!of!PLA!has!also!been!studied,!showing!that!for! every!1%!mesoNlactide! introduced! into!PLA,! there! is! a!melting!point!depression!of!3!˚C!corresponding!with!a!significant!reduction!in!crystallisation!rate![35].!The!reduction!in! crystallinity! caused! by! both! mesoNlactide! and! DNlactide! is! a! consequence! of! the!
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1.2.2#Poly(ε6caprolactone)#Poly(εNcaprolactone)! (PCL)! is!a!partially!crystalline! linear!aliphatic!polyester! [38]! first!synthesised!in!the!1930s![39].!In!contrast!to!PLA,!PCL!is!a!polymer!derived!from!the!byNproducts! of! crude! oil! distillation! and! although! not! produced! from! renewable! raw!materials,! it! is! fully! biodegradable.! The! chemical! structure! of! poly(εNcaprolactone)! is!shown! in! Figure! 1.6.! As! a! well! characterised! polymer! it! is! receiving! much! attention!having!many!useful!applications,!being!both!biocompatible!and!biodegradable.!!!
!Figure!1.6.!The!chemical!structure!of!poly(εNcaprolactone).!
PCL!possesses!a!degree!of!crystallinity!of!approximately!50%![40],!which!has!been!seen!to! decrease! with! increasing! molecular! weight! [41].! It! exhibits! a! glass! transition!temperature!of!N60!˚C!and!a!melting!point!of!59N64!˚C![42].!Two! main! pathways! to! produce! poly(εNcaprolactone)! have! been! described! in! the!literature;! the!polycondensation!of!a!hydroxycarboxylic!acid! (6Nhydroxyhexanoic!acid)!and!the!ringNopening!polymerisation!(ROP)!of!a!lactone!(εNcaprolactone)![43].!!Similar!to!PLA,! the! preferred! route! is! ringNopening! polymerisation! (ROP)! because! it! produces! a!polymer!with!a!higher!molecular!weight!and!a!lower!polydispersity.!!PCL!initially!became!commercially!available!as!a!biodegradable!packaging!material!after!observing! its! degradability! by! microorganisms.! However,! it! is! also! degraded! by!hydrolysis!in!physiological!conditions!and!due!to!its!slow!degradation!rate!it!became!an!
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1.3(Polymer(blending(Blending! is! a! technique! involving! the!mixing! of! two! or!more! polymers!with! different!physical!properties! in!order! to! enhance! the!overall! properties!of! the! resultant! system![55].! In! comparison! to! copolymerisation,! physical! blending! is! deemed! to! be! a! more!economical! approach! to! tailoring! polymer! properties! [56].! By! controlling! and! finely!adjusting! the! relative! compositions! of! each! polymer! in! the! blend,! it! can! provide! an!accurate! control! of! the! properties! and! extend! the! potential! applications.! In! some!instances!it!is!used!as!a!technique!to!produce!more!costNeffective!materials!by!‘diluting’!more! expensive!polymers!with! cheaper!ones! [57].!A! successful! example!often!used! in!polymer! science! and! engineering! is! one! that! looks! to! improve! and! toughen! the!properties!of!a!brittle!polymer.!This!is!achieved!when!a!second!elastomeric!component!is! incorporated! into! the! brittle! microstructure,! enabling! ductile! yield! mechanisms! by!acting!as!a!stress!concentrator!and!consequently!preventing!brittle!fracture![58].!Polymer! blends! may! be! characterised! as! miscible,! partially! miscible! or! immiscible!systems.!A!miscible!polymer!system!is!homogeneous!at!a!molecular!level![59],!whereas!an! immiscible! blend! is! heterogeneous,! indicated! by! one! discrete! phase! dispersed! in!another.! A! partially! miscible! blend! exhibits! a! ‘window’! of! miscibility,! occurring! at!specific!conditions!such!as!temperature!and!composition![60].!It! is!not!always!desirable!or!necessarily!a! requirement! to!produce!a!miscible!polymer!blend,! for!example!rubbery! impact!modifiers!rely!upon!an! immiscible!system! in!order!for!the!rubber!toughening!mechanism!to!take!effect![61].!
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Most! polymer! pairs! are! immiscible! thermodynamically! because! of! their! unfavourable!interactions!and!therefore!result! in!a!heterogeneous!system!consisting!of!a!multiphase!morphology![62].!This!is!dictated!by!the!Gibbs!free!energy!of!mixing![63];!! ΔGmix!=!ΔHmix!–!TΔSmix!<!0!! Equation!1.1!!where!ΔGmix!is!the!free!energy!of!mixing,!ΔHmix!is!the!enthalpy!of!mixing!and!ΔSmix!is!the!entropy! of!mixing.! The! expression! determines! that! in! order! for!mixing! to! occur!ΔGmix!must!be!negative!and!thereby!resulting! in!miscibility.! In!summary,!a!miscible!polymer!system! is! thermodynamically! associated! with! a! negative! value! of! the! free! energy! of!mixing!while!an!immiscible!polymer!blend!possesses!a!positive!value![59].!!Polymers!possessing!high!molecular!weights!will!have!an!entropy!of!mixing!that!is!too!small!and!deemed!negligible!in!contributing!to!the!necessary!negative!free!energy.!It!is!also!thought,!for!high!molecular!weight!polymers,!the!solubility!parameters!would!have!to!be!almost!identical!for!mixing!to!take!place![64].!Therefore!a!negative!enthalpy!value!is! required! in! order! for! miscibility! to! occur,! however! it! is! generally! thought! that! for!nonpolar! systems! the! enthalpy! of! mixing! is! positive! [61].! ! In! contrast,! for! systems!containing! polar! groups,! the! enthalpy! of! mixing! may! approach! a! negative! value! as! a!result!of!interactions!between!these!polar!groups.!Despite!the!small!entropy!change,!the!negative!enthalpy!contributes!to!a!negative!value!for!the!free!energy!of!mixing!and!as!a!consequence!miscibility! is! able! to! occur! [65].! It! should!be!noted! that! there!must! be! a!sufficient!number!of!interactions!between!both!polymers!to!outweigh!any!van!der!Waals!forces!remaining!within!the!homopolymers.!Additionally,! in!order!for!an!interaction!to!occur,! the! polymers! must! be! spatially! articulated! in! a! favourable! manner! [61].! For!
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example,!the!tacticity!of!PMMA!with!its!constituent!blends!indicates!a!greater!miscibility!with!the!syndiotactic!or!atactic!form!of!PMMA!compared!to!its!isotactic!one![66,!67].!In! a! binary! immiscible! polymer! blend,! the! microstructure! is! characterised! by! a!dispersion!of!droplets!in!a!matrix!when!there!is!a!lower!concentration!of!the!dispersed!phase.!A!phase!inversion!point!exists!when!the!concentration!of!the!minor!component!is!increased!and!the!phase!that!was!previously!dispersed!now!becomes!the!matrix![62].!It!is! possible! for! a! coEcontinuous!morphology! to! be! exhibited! near! the! phase! inversion!point!where!both!phases! form! single! continuous! interEpenetrating! structures! [68].!An!example!of!both!phase!dispersion!and!a!coEcontinuous!morphology!can!be!seen!in!Figure!1.7.!This! figure!also!presents!a! fine!example!of!adhesion!between!the!dispersed!phase!(droplet)! and! the! matrix,! as! demonstrated! by! the! bridging! of! phases! through!transcrystallinity.!The!effect!of!adhesion!and!transcrystallinity!on!polymer!blends!have!been! shown! to! improve! important! characteristics,! such! as!mechanical! properties! [69,!70].!!
!!Figure!1.7.! Images!captured!using!a! scanning!electron!microscope! (SEM)!demonstrating!blend!morphology! of! PLA! 3801X! and! PCL! 6800.! a)! 25/75! PLA/PCL:! exhibits! a! dispersed! (droplet)!phase!within!a!matrix!and!b)!50/50!PLA/PCL:!illustrates!a!coEcontinuous!morphology.!
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Unfortunately! in! some! instances,! the!macrophase! separation! and! the! poor! interfacial!adhesion!in!these!immiscible!blends,!highly!restrict!property!combinations![55,!62].!!A! polymer! blend! consisting! of! two! polymers! possessing! high! molecular! weights! will!typically! produce! a! lower! critical! solution! temperature! (LCST)! [71].! This! means! that!these!polymer!blends!may!exhibit!miscibility!at!lower!temperatures,!however!will!phase!separate! at! higher! temperatures.! In! contrast,! an! upper! critical! solution! temperature!(UCST)! is! determined! when! a! polymer! blend! phaseNseparates! by! lowering! the!temperature.! This! demonstrates! the! very! small! change! in! entropy! of! mixing! of! two!polymers,! consequently! the!driving! force! for! chemical! change! is! therefore! dictated!by!the!enthalpy!of!mixing!the!two!polymers! in!the!system![59].!The!enthalpy!of!mixing! is!derived! from! the! strong! intermolecular! interactions! between! the! two! components,! as!mentioned!previously.!!An!example!of!a!phase!diagram!depicting!the!LCST!and!UCST!of!a!polymer!blend!is!shown!in!Figure!1.8.!!!
!Figure! 1.8.! A! phase! diagram! for! a! typical! polymer! blend! system! indicating! the! lower! critical!solution!temperature!(LCST)!and!the!upper!critical!solution!temperature!(UCST).!Adapted!from!Young!and!Lovell![72].!
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A!singleNphase!region!is!present!between!the!two!binodals.!Beyond!these!boundaries!the!blend! exists! as! a! twoNphase! system.! The! area! between! the! binodal! and! spinodal! is! a!metastable!region.!Here,!if!the!energy!barrier!can!be!overcome,!phaseNseparation!of!the!blend!takes!place!via!a!spontaneous!process!called!spinodal!decomposition.!Within!the!unstable! spinodal! region! phaseNseparation! takes! place! by! a! nucleation! and! growth!mechanism![72].!Some!experimental!methods!to!determine!miscibility!of!polymers!are:!microscopy!(for!example! scanning! electron! microscopy),! differential! scanning! calorimetry,! dynamic!mechanical! thermal! analysis! and! Fourier! Transform! Infrared! Spectroscopy.! For!example,! in! calorimetry,! miscibility! is! distinguishable! by! a! single! glass! transition!temperature!that!has!shifted!from!its!constituent!homopolymer!Tg!values![56].!!!
!!Figure! 1.9.! Illustration! of! the! glass! transitions! for! miscible,! partially! miscible! and! immiscible!binary!polymer!blends.!
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An!example!of!miscibility,!partial!miscibility!and!immiscibility!in!a!binary!polymer!blend!is! illustrated! in!Figure!1.9.!An! immiscible! system!exhibits!no!change! in! the!original!Tg!values,!whereas!partial!miscibility!is!characterised!by!the!presence!of!both!Tgs,!however!the!values!are!shifted!towards!one!another.!!!!The! glass! transition! temperature! of! a! miscible! polymer! blend! depends! on! the!composition!and!obeys!the!Fox!equation!(Equation!1.2):!! 1!!"#$%& = ! !!!!! + !!!!!! Equation!1.2!!where!w!and!Tg!represent!the!weight!fractions!and!glass!transition!temperatures!of!each!blend!component!respectively.!The!component!with!the!lower!Tg!is!donated!as!Tg1!and!the!higher!as!Tg2%[73].!!Surface!tension,!known!as!interfacial!tension!between!the!different!phases!in!a!polymer!blend,!can!largely!contribute!to!the!immiscibility!between!two!polymers![74].!Additives!and! compatibilisers,! possessing! lower! surface! tensions! and! good! interfacial! adhesion!with!both!phases,!can!be!added!as!a!third!component!into!a!polymer!blend![72].!These!additives! migrate! to! the! interface! between! the! polymer! phases.! ! Consequently,! they!reduce! the! interfacial! tension,! stabilise! the! blend! morphology! (by! preventing!coalescence!of! the!dispersed!phase)! and! subsequently!producing! a! finer!dispersion!of!the! minor! phase! [59].! Additionally,! the! compatibilisers! also! improve! the! interfacial!adhesion!facilitating!efficient!stress!transfer!across!the!interface!between!both!phases.!!
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!As!mentioned!earlier,!the!closer!the!values!of!the!solubility!parameters!and!the!greater!number!and!strength!of!interactions!between!the!components!in!the!polymer!blend,!the!greater!the!likelihood!of!miscibility![77].!It!has!been!reported!that!the!differences!in!the!solubility! parameters! for! PLA! and! PCL! is! not! large;! 10.1!(cal!cmN3)1/2! compared! to!9.2!(cal!cmN3)1/2,! respectively! [56].! However,! many! previous! studies! [25,! 56,! 78,! 79]!report!findings!of!immiscibility!with!little!or!no!interactions!occurring.!!!Blends! of! PLA! and! PCL! have! attracted! some! attention! in! investigation! of! mechanical!properties! and! the! rates! of! biodegradation.! In! 2002,! Choi! et% al.! [80]! studied! the!degradation!rates!of!PLA/PCL!blends!for!drug!delivery.!These!authors!selected!polymers!with!higher!molecular!weights!than!those!adopted!in!this!thesis!and!limited!their!blend!compositions! to! 70/30! PLA/PCL.! Blends! were! produced! by! solution! casting! from!chloroform.!DSC!and!SEM!analysis!indicated!that!the!polymers!were!clearly!immiscible!as! determined! by! the! absence! of! shifts! in! thermal! transitions! in! addition! to! the!observation!of!large!PCL!domains!within!a!PLA!matrix.!However,!the!blend!compatibility!was! enhanced! by! introducing! a! copolymer! into! the! system.! This!was! recognised! by! a!reduction!in!size!of!the!dispersed!PCL!domains.!!
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Broz!et%al.! (2003)! [78]! produced!PLA/PCL!blends!by! solution! casting! from!methylene!chloride.!They!chose!to!investigate!the!mechanical!properties!of!varying!mass!fractions!of!PLA!(0,!0.2,!0.4,!0.6,!0.8!and!1)!with!polymers!possessing!significantly!lower!molecular!weights!compared!to!this!research.!SEM!showed!poor!adhesion!at!the!interface!between!the! blend! components! with! inconclusive! DSC! results.! However,! confirmation! of!immiscibility!and!phase!separation!was!made!with!NMR!spectroscopy.!!Previous! research! [58]! has! shown! PLA/PCL! blends! to! have! a! lower! critical! solution!temperature! (LCST)! of! 86!°C! with! a! critical! concentration!mass! fraction! of! 36%! PCL.!!Using!these!findings,!Broz!et%al.%hypothesised!that!to!improve!the!mechanical!properties!of!the!blends!they!should!be!annealed!in!the!singleNphase!region!(denoted!by!the!LCST!phase! diagram).! By! treating! the! blends! in! this! region,! they! thought! to! enhance! the!interfacial! adhesion! between! the! two! blend! components.! Conversely,! from! their!experimental! data,! Broz! et%al.! conclude! that! interfacial! adhesion!may! occur!when! the!majority!phase!is!PCL!and!not!PLA.!!Analysing!the!mechanical!properties!of!the!blends,!the!authors!suggest!that!when!PLA!is!the!major!component,!PCL!simply!dilutes!the!PLA!matrix,!reducing!the!total!stress!required!to!fracture.!!Similar!research![56]!was!conducted!on!a!range!of!compositions!(0/100,!20/80,!40/60,!60/40,! 80/20! and! 100/0)! on! both! solution! cast! films! (from! chloroform)! and! melt!blended! samples.! Phase! separation! was! also! confirmed! using! DSC! and! SEM.! An!annealing!process!above! the!LCST!was!again!employed!and! the!degree!of! crystallinity!for! the! blends!was!measured! before! and! after! annealing.!However,! this! study! utilised!two!methods!of!blending!for!two!different!types!of!PLA!and!it!is!unclear!as!to!why!they!employed!different!methodology.!It!is!therefore!difficult!to!establish!if!differences!were!due! to! the! blending! technique! or! type! of! PLA.! Additionally,! samples! that! were! meltN
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blended!were!further!processed!by!hotNpressing!into!plaques.!Despite!it!contributing!to!the! degradation! (shown! by! a! reduction! in! molecular! weight),! it! also! altered! the!morphology! and! interactions! that! may! have! resulted! through! the! mixing! process.!Therefore,!measurements!on! these!blends!were!a! result!of! the!hotNpressing! technique!and!not!meltNmixing.!!Todo!et%al.![25]!in!2007,!selected!PLA!(Mw!200,000!g!molN1)!and!PCL!(Mw!120,000!g!molN
1)! preparing! blends! in! limited! compositions! of! 5,! 10! and! 15%! of! PCL.! Blends! were!prepared! using! a! conventional! meltNmixer! and! subsequently! reprocessed! by! hotNpressing!(changes! in!molecular!weight!were!not!specified).!These!authors! investigated!the!mechanical!properties!of!PLA/PCL!blends! and! found!a! significant! improvement! in!fracture!toughness!from!adding!as!little!as!5%!PCL!to!brittle!PLA.!The!improvement!is!a!result!of!multiple!craze!formation,!nucleated!by!debonding!of!spherulite!interfaces!of!the!PCL! domains! in! a! PLA!matrix.! However,! phase! separation! is! still! prominent! in! these!blends.!It! is! commonly! reported! that! PLA/PCL! blends! have! been! produced! through! solution!casting! using! a! variety! of! solvents! (chloroform,! methylene! chloride! and!dichloromethane).!In!addition!to!solution!casting,!research!has!also!been!undertaken!on!the! production! of! blends! using! a! laboratory! mixer,! including! even! fewer! studies!reporting!the!production!of!blends!by!extrusion.!Simoes!et%al.![79]!in!2009!employed!the!preparation! of! PLA/PCL! blends! in! a! twinNscrew! extruder.! Similar! to! some! of! the!previous! studies,! the!blends!were! reprocessed! and! injection!moulded! into! tensile! and!impact!test!specimens!for!mechanical!testing.!Following!the!common!theme!throughout!previous!research!on!these!blends,!PCL!decreases!the!brittleness!of!PLA!determined!by!an!increase!in!strain!at!break.!However,!it!also!exhibits!a!decrease!in!the!stress!at!break.!
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The!desire!to!pursue!sustainable!polymer!processes!has!been!governed!by!the!chemical!industry!with!research!and!development!occurring!in!both!academia!and!industry.!The!inexpensive,! nontoxic! and! nonNflammable! nature! of! supercritical! carbon! dioxide,! in!comparison! to! the!more! environmentally! hazardous! volatile! organic! solvents! (VOCs),!make!scCO2!an!appealing!alternative!in!the!polymer!processing!industry![91].!In!contrast!to!these!organic!solvents,!supercritical!carbon!dioxide!can!easily!be!removed!as!a!result!of! its! low! critical! temperature! (31.1!˚C)! simply!by!depressurising! the! system!once! the!desired!morphology!change!has!been!achieved![92].!!As!a!result,!there!is!an!elimination!of!solvent!residues!within!products!in!addition!to!a!reduction!in!atmospheric!pollution.!Therefore,!the!interest!in!polymer!processing!with!supercritical!fluids!has!rapidly!grown!in! recent! years,! with! a! wealth! of! research! into! this! subject! area.! The! applications! of!scCO2!in!polymer!processing!include;!polymerisation![93,!94],!polymer!foaming![95,!96],!production! of! tissue! scaffolds! [97],! preparation! of! systems! for! drug! delivery! [98]! and!induction! of! crystallisation! in! slow! crystallising! polymers! [33,! 99,! 100].! Polymer!blending! in! the! presence! of! supercritical! carbon!dioxide! is! another! potential! research!area,!but!it!is!one!lacking!significant!documentation!and!will!be!discussed!in!more!detail!later!in!this!section.!Not! all! polymers! are! soluble! in! carbon!dioxide.! CO2! is! a! good! solvent! for!mainly! nonNpolar,!low!molecular!weight!molecules,!however!it!is!a!very!poor!solvent!for!many!high!molecular! weight! polymers! [94].! Those! exhibiting! solubility! are! characterised! by;! a!flexible! backbone,! weak! interactions! between! polymer! segments,! a! high! free! volume!(with!a!low!glass!transition!temperature)!and!interaction!sites!such!as!carbonyl!groups![87].! Examples! of! such! polymers! are! amorphous! fluoropolymers! and! silicones! [94].!Processing!routes!utilising!the!dissolution!of!a!polymer!in!scCO2!include!the!synthesis!of!
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previously! mentioned! soluble! polymers! [94]! and! removal! of! low! molecular! weight!material!in!order!to!improve!their!properties![101].!In!contrast,!the!solubility!of!carbon!dioxide! in!polymers! is!much!more!extensive![91].!The! importance!of!the!presence!and!accessibility! of! polar! groups! on! the! solubility! of! CO2! has! long! been! recognised.! The!solubility!of!CO2! in!polymers! is! largely!attributed! to! its!ability! to!weakly! interact!with!polar! groups! [102].! Processing! routes! utilising! the! dissolution! of! scCO2! in! a! polymer!include! polymer! foaming! and! blending.! The! effects! associated! from! processing! with!carbon! dioxide! on! a! polymer! system! are! characterised! by;! a! reduction! in! the! glass!transition!(plasticisation),!an!increase!in!the!relative!crystallinity!and!a!reduction!in!the!viscosity! [101,! 103].! These! are! more! pronounced! in! amorphous! than! in! partially!crystalline! polymers! [101,! 104]! where! it! is! assumed! that! the! gas! molecules!preferentially!penetrate!the!amorphous!regions!of!the!polymer![103].!In!order!for!these!effects! to! take! place,! carbon! dioxide! must! first! enter! a! polymer! system! (described!below).!The!gaseous!properties!of!scCO2!enable!its!diffusion!into!the!free!volume!of!a!polymer,!between!the!individual!chains.!!Once!inside,!CO2!forms!Lewis!acidNbase!interactions!with!the!carbonyl!groups.!This!disrupts!the!inter/intra!molecular!interactions,!decreasing!the!number! of! chain! entanglements! within! the! polymers,! consequently! reducing! their!melting! point! and! viscosity! [105].! This! is! contradictory! to! the! Barus! equation! [106]!(Equation!1.3),!which! is!commonly!used! to!express! the!relationship!between!pressure!and!viscosity:! !! = !!! 1+ !!" ! Equation!1.3!!
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where!!!!is!the!viscosity!at!a!given!pressure,!!!!is!the!viscosity!at!atmospheric!pressure,!!!is! the! pressureNviscosity! coefficient! and! p% is! the! experimental! pressure.! Raising! the!pressure! consequently! increases! the! viscosity! of! a! polymer.! Carbon! dioxide! facilitates!processing!by!reducing!the!intermolecular!interactions,!increasing!the!chain!separation!thereby!enhancing!the!mobility!of!the!polymer![107].!!In!summary,!supercritical!carbon!dioxide!performs!as!a!molecular!lubricant.!!The! plasticised! chain! segments! are! able! to! adopt! a! crystalline! form! because! of! the!increased! mobility! caused! by! CO2! [101].! Therefore,! scCO2! is! also! able! to! induce!crystallisation!and!cause!it!to!occur!prematurely![99,!100,!108].!!The!assistance!of! carbon!dioxide! in! the!blending!of!polymers! can!either!be!utilised! to!facilitate!polymerisation!or! act! as! a! viscosity! reducing!agent! to! enhance!mixing! [102].!This!approach! to!polymer!blending!reveals!positive! findings! reported! in! the! literature![109N112].!High!pressure! and! supercritical! carbon!dioxide! assisted! blending! has! been!exploited!in!the!production!of!numerous!blend!systems.!The!creation!of!additional!free!volume,!resulting!in!a!decrease!in!chain!entanglements!and!characterised!by!a!reduction!in!viscosity,!may!allow!more!effective!blending!to!occur.!!!!Phase!dispersion!and!size!within!a!polymer!blend!is!largely!governed!by!the!interfacial!tension!and!viscosity!ratio!between!both!components.!It!has!been!reported!in!a!number!of! instances! that! the! presence! of! scCO2! significantly! reduces! the! interfacial! tension!between! polymers! in! a! blend! [113].! The! absence! of! surface! tension! in! scCO2! helps! to!reduce!the!interfacial!tension!and!in!essence!plays!the!role!of!a!compatibiliser![114].!In!PMMA/PS!blends,!Elkovitch!and!colleagues!established!a!decrease!in!the!melt!viscosity!together!with!a!reduction!in!the!viscosity!ratio!between!the!two!components![115N117].!The!size!of!the!dispersed!phase!(droplets)!is!kept!at!a!minimum!when!the!viscosity!ratio!
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is! close! to! 1.0! and! subsequently! increases! as! the! viscosity! ratio! increases! [118].! The!viscosity!ratio!is!calculated!by:! ! = !η!"#$%&#%η!"#$%& ! Equation!1.4!!where!the!viscosity!of!the!dispersed!phase!(droplets)! is!divided!by!the!viscosity!of!the!matrix.! The! viscosity! ratio! can! be! manipulated! if! there! is! a! greater! affinity! towards!carbon!dioxide!for!the!phase!with!the!higher!viscosity,!bringing!the!value!closer!to!1.0.!!Similar! findings!were! also!presented!by!Lee!et%al.! in!PE/PS!blend! systems! [109,! 110].!These!blends!showed!a!significant!decrease!in!the!size!of!the!dispersed!phase!from!a!few!microns! to! submicron! by! injecting! CO2.! Studies! by! both! Elkovitch! and! Lee! produced!their! blends! in! various! extruder! configurations! using! both! twin! and! single! screw!extruders.! In! some! instances,! the! introduction! of! CO2! into! the!melt! has! been! seen! to!promote! miscibility! in! both! PCL/PHB! [111]! and! PLA/PEG! blends! [112]! in! certain!composition! windows.! Both! blend! systems! were! deemed! immiscible! prior! to! the!addition!of!carbon!dioxide.!!In! summary,! the! introduction! of! CO2! into! a! blend! reduces! the! viscosity! and! also! the!interfacial!tension!between!two!polymers.!As!a!result,!carbon!dioxide!is!able!to!influence!the!phase!size!and!dispersion!of!an!immiscible!polymer!blend,!or!even!change!the!path!of!morphology!development!to!become!miscible.!!It!can!be!seen!from!previous!research!that!the!blending!of!PCL!and!PLA!has!been!found!to! be! immiscible! when! prepared! through! solution! and! mechanical! blending.! The!presence! of! CO2! on! influencing! the! blending! between! PLA! and! PCL! has! not! been!reported.!However,! the! solubility! of! carbon!dioxide! is! described! in! both!PLA! and!PCL![107,!119].!
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1.5(Project(aims(PLA! is! a! biodegradable! polymer! that! is!most! prevalent! in! the!market! place! and! used!extensively!in!various!medical!applications!and!food!packaging.!The!growing!interest!in!the!use!of!PLA!is!because! it! is!derived!from!natural!sustainable!resources.!However,! it!has! been! reported! that! PLA! is! relatively! brittle! [25]! and! this! has! limited! its! range! of!applications.! ! In!most! recent! years! there!has!been! some! initial! research! into!blending!PLA!with!other!biodegradable!polymers,! in!order!to!enhance!its!mechanical!properties!and!potential!applications.!!!This! thesis! aims! to! investigate! whether! any! level! of! miscibility! occurs! in! blends!comprising!of!two!different!grades!of!PLA!with!PCL.!!The!research!investigates!the!two!blend! systems! using! a! variety! of! blending! techniques;! solution! casting,!melt! blending!and!CO2!assisted!blending.!Blending!in!the!presence!of!carbon!dioxide!has!successfully!produced! miscibility! for! alternative! polymer! blends! such! as! PCL/PHB,! PE/PS! and!PLA/PEG! [109,! 111,! 112].! PLA! and! PCL! have! previously! been! blended! using!conventional!methods![56,!78,!79]!(although!with!different!grades)!and!are!reported!to!be!immiscible.!However,!CO2!assisted!blending!of!these!polymers!has!not!been!reported.!!The!PLA/PCL!blends!are!characterised!and!compared!across! the!different!preparation!techniques.!Chapter!3!will!examine!the!results!of!the!blends!produced!by!conventional!blending!techniques!(solution!casting!and!melt!blending).!SEM!provides!an!insight!into!blend! morphology,! whilst! DSC! and! FTIR! are! employed! to! determine! miscibility! and!establish! interactions! between! the! blend! components.! Mechanical! testing! enables! the!blend!properties!to!be!compared.!!
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!Chapter!4!will! introduce!and!analyse! the! influence!of!carbon!dioxide!on!both!PLA!and!PCL.!Here,!the!use!of!rheological!studies!to!determine!the!reptation!time!and!the!use!of!FTIR! to! establish! the! influence! and! interaction! of! carbon! dioxide! will! be! presented.!Blends!prepared!in!the!presence!of!carbon!dioxide!are!characterised!and!compared!with!the!conventional!preparation!methods.!Viscosity! ratios!are!determined!using! rheology!and!SEC!is!utilised!to!analyse!the!molecular!weight!across!blending!techniques.!!Finally,! in! chapter! 5,! a! relatively! new! and! unique! thermal! analysis! technique! will! be!presented.!This!chapter!will!address! the!machine!capabilities!and!provide!some! initial!experimental!measurements!that!are!otherwise!unachievable!by!conventional!methods.!
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2.1.1.1%Poly(lactic%acid)%2002D%PLA( 2002D( is( a( partially( crystalline( grade( of( PLA( supplied( in( pellet( form( by(NatureWorks(LLC((Nebraska,(USA).( ( It(has(a(glass(transition(temperature(around(59(˚C(and( a( melting( point( of( 154(˚C.( ( PLA( 2002D( has( a( molecular( weight( (Mw)( of((194,000(g(molO1.(
2.1.1.2%Poly(lactic%acid)%4060D%PLA( 4060D( is( an( amorphous( grade( of( PLA( supplied( in( the( form( of( pellets( by(NatureWorks(LLC.(It(possesses(a(glass(transition(temperature(around(58(°C.(PLA(4060D(has(a(molecular(weight((Mw)(of(181,000(g(molO1.((


















% ( PLA(2002D( PLA(4060D( PCL(6800(
Tg((/(°C( 55( 52( O62(
Tm(/(°C( 154( O( 58(
Tc(((onset)(/(°C(( O( O( 28(
Crystallinity(/(%( 37( O( 60(
Mw(/(g(molO1( 194,000( 181,000( 212,000(
(DOlactide(content(/(wt(%( 4*( 11O13**( O(
( ( ( ( (((((((*[1](( ( **[2](Table(1.(Properties(of(poly(lactic(acid)(grade(2002D,(4060D(and((poly(εOcaprolactone)((grade(6800.((


















2.2.2$Method$The(glass(transition,(melting(and(crystallisation(behaviour(of(the(‘as(received’(materials(were(measured(using(a(Perkin(Elmer((DSC(7)((Figure(2.7)(connected(to(a(cooling(system((Grant)(which(can(cool( the( instrument( to(3(˚C(with(a(control(of(±(0.02(˚C.(The(DSC(7( is(interfaced(to(a(personal(computer(running(the(Perkin(Elmer(Pyris(management(software.((( ( ( ( ( ((
(Figure(2.7.(Perkin(Elmer(DSC(7.(The(leftOhand(image(indicates(the(sample(and(reference(cells.(
((‘As(received’(pellets(were(cut( into(samples(of(approximately(6O8(mg( in(mass( to(record(the( thermal( transitions( specific( to( each( polymer.( Samples( were( heated( at( 10(°C(minO1(from(25(°C(to(a(temperature(in(the(melt((selected(in(accordance(with(the(material(under(investigation).( The( samples( were( then( cooled( to( 25(°C( at( 10(°C(minO1.( Analysis( was(performed( on( the( initial( run( in( order( to( determine( the( morphology( created( during(processing.(
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In( some( instances,( the( glass( transition( temperature( was( measured( according( to( the(method( proposed( by( Richardson( [3].( This( method( is( most( appropriate( for( polymers(exhibiting(an(exotherm(superimposed(on(the(glass(transition.(In(this(case,(simply(taking(the(midOpoint(of( the(transition(can( lead(to(elevated(and(incorrect(values(of( the(Tg.(The(Richardson(method([3]( for(determining( the( thermodynamic(Tg( is(shown(graphically( in(Figure( 2.9.( ( The( Tg( follows( the( path( 1234( with( a( step( increment( occurring( between(points(2(and(3.(The(Tg(is(located(where(areas(A+B=C.(
((Figure(2.9.(Schematic(of(the(Richardson(method(for(determining(Tg([3].((









2.3.1$Experimental$technique$Scanning( electron( microscopy( (SEM)( is( a( characterisation( technique( used( to( study(surface(topography(with(a(resolution(down(to(nanometers.(Operating(in(high(vacuum,(an(electron( beam( is( scanned( across( the( surface( of( (a( conductive)( sample( causing( the(generation( of( low( energy( secondary( electrons( and( backOscattered( electrons.( Some( of(these( secondary( electrons( escape( from( the( sample( surface( and( yield( topological(information( produced( by( SEM.( The( backOscattered( electrons( are( generated( from( a(greater(penetration(within(the(sample(and(are(used(to(distinguish(contrasts(in(chemical(composition(in(a(sample.(Those(elements(with(a(higher(atomic(number(appear(brighter(in(the(image(than(those(with(a(lower(atomic(number.((
%




2.4.1$Experimental$technique$Fourier( Transform( Infrared( Spectroscopy( (FTIR)( is( a( nonOdestructive( characterisation(technique.(Changes(in(polymer(crystallinity(and(chain(conformation(were(characterised(through( identification(of( the( IR( spectral( features( in( intensity,( bandwidth(and(position.(An(infrared(laser(beam(is(directed(on(to(an(interferometer(where(it(is(immediately(split(into(two(paths.(One(path(passes(through(the(sample.(The(interferometer(consists(of(two(mirrors(which(redirects(the(beams(back(together.(The(recombined(beam(is(directed(to(a(detector(enabling(the(production(of(an(interferogram.((When(using(an(ATR(accessory(to(obtain(a(spectrum,(the(infrared(beam(is(reflected(from(the(inside(surface(of(the(diamond(crystal( within( the( ATR( accessory( (as( it( has( a( high( refractive( index)( producing( an(evanescent( wave.( It( is( these( evanescent( waves( that( penetrate( the( sample,( and( cause(certain(molecules(in(the(sample(to(vibrate.(The(attenuated(energy(from(each(evanescent(wave( is( passed( back( to( the( infrared( beam( to( the( spectrometer( detector.( A( complex,(mathematical( calculation,( a( Fast( Fourier( transform( determines( the( intensity( of( each(frequency(received(by(the(detector.(This(results(with(the(production(of(a(FTIR(spectrum.(A(chemical(functional(group(within(a(sample(will(tend(to(absorb(infrared(radiation(in(a(specific(wave(number(range,(regardless(of(the(structure(of(the(rest(of(the(molecule.(((
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Figure( 2.16( illustrates( the( evolution( and( failure( of( a( ductile( polymer( sample( over( the(course(of(an(experiment.(Photograph((a)(depicts( the(sample(necking(corresponding( to(the( yield( point( exhibited( on( the( stressOstrain( plot.( The( sample( continues( to( uniformly(
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2.6.1$Experimental$technique$$Rheology(is(the(study(of(deformation(and(flow(of(soft(matter.(The(rheological(properties(of( a( polymer,( for( instance( its( melt( viscosity,( have( important( implications( on( thermal(processes(such(as(injection(moulding(or(sheet(forming.((
(Figure(2.18.(Fluid(viscosity(behaviour(with(increasing(shear(rate.(
((Two( common( techniques( to( measure( the( viscosity( of( a( polymer( are( rotational( and(capillary(rheometers.(Rotational( rheometers(measure( the( torque(needed( to(rotate( two(plates(situated(on(top(and(bottom(of(a(film(sample.(A(capillary(rheometer(measures(the(flow(rate(of(the(polymer(as(it(is(extruded(through(a(die.(Through(these(experiments,(the(viscosity( of( a( polymer( can( be( calculated( and( either( classed( as( Newtonian( or( nonONewtonian( by( the( way( it( changes( with( shear( rate( or( strain( (see( Figure( 2.18).( ( In(Newtonian( fluids( the( viscosity( is( independent( of( shear( rate( e.g.( oil,( whereas( a( nonO
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The( instrument(was( connected( to( a( hydrovane( compressor( (Worcestershire,( UK)( and(experiments(were(conducted(using(TA(Orchestrator(software((version(1(ARESO18A).(((Plaques( with( thicknesses( of( 1(mm( were( produced( by( compression( moulding( using( a(Moore(E1127(hydraulic(hot(press((Birmingham,(UK).(The(press(was(preheated(to(either(200(˚C( or( 150(˚C( (for( PLA( and( PCL( respectively)( and( approximately( 30(g( of( polymer(
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pellets(were(placed(into(a(mould((150(x(150(x(1(mm)(and(subsequently(inserted(into(the(hot( press.( ( After( the( mould( was( provided( sufficient( time( to( warm,( the( plaques( were(pressed(under( a( load(of( 10( tonnes( for(10(minutes( and( subsequently( removed( to( cool.(Circular(samples(with(a(diameter(of(25(mm(were(prepared(for(rheological(analysis.(((Samples(were(inserted(into(the(rheometer(and(heated(to(temperatures(of(either(140(˚C(or( 160(˚C( and( held( for( 5(minutes( prior( to( analysis.( A( dynamic( strain( sweep(was( then(performed(in(which(the(strain(was(varied(logarithmically(from(1(to(100%(at(a(frequency(of(1.0(Hz.((
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2.7.1$Experimental$technique$Size(exclusion(chromatography((SEC),(also(known(as(gel(permeation(chromatography,(is(a( technique( involving( the( separation( of( dissolved( molecules( by( their( size( or(hydrodynamic( volume.( ( Separation( occurs( in( a( column( containing( porous( beads( of( a(cross( linked( polymer( (the( gel)( through(which( the( solution( passes.( Polymer(molecules(with(different(molecular(weights(are(excluded(from(the(gel(or(pass(through(it(depending(on(their(hydrodynamic(volume.( (This(varies( the(time(different(molecules(pass( through(the(columns.((Some(of(the(polymer(molecules,(those(with(higher(molecular(weights,(will(be( too( large( to( fit( through( the( smaller( pores( and( therefore(will( reach( the( end( of( the(column( faster( than( the( lower( molecular( weight( molecules.( The( time( it( takes( for( the(molecules( to(elute( through( the(column(determines( the(size(and( thereby( the(molecular(weight.(The(experiment(produces(a(molecular(weightO(weight(distribution(but(requires(calibrating( with( standard( polystyrene( or( PMMA( samples.( An( approximation( of( the(molecular( weights( of( other( polymers( can( be( calculated( using( the( established(relationship( between( hydrodynamic( volume( and( molecular( weight( of( polystyrene( or(PMMA.( However,( not( all( polymers( will( have( the( same( relationship( between(hydrodynamic( volume( and( molecular( weight,( therefore( the( results( obtained( are( not(exact,(but(are(useful(for(drawing(relative(comparisons(between(samples.(
$
2.7.2$Method$The( molecular( weights( of( the( ‘as( received’( and( extruded( homopolymers( were(determined( using( an( Agilent( Technologies( (Berkshire,( UK)( LC( 390OMDS( GPC( with(analysis(performed(using(Cirrus(software.(The(GPC(consisted(of(one(PLgel(guard(column(
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3.1.1$Solution$casting$of$poly(lactic$acid)$and$poly(ε7caprolactone)$blends$Blends( with( varying( compositions( (listed( in( Table( 3.1)( were( prepared( by( solution(casting.(Dichloromethane(was(selected(as(a( common(solvent( to(dissolve(both(PLA(and(PCL.(Both(polymers((totalling(4(g)(were(weighed( in(accordance(with(each(composition(and(dissolved(in(dichloromethane((40(mL)(to(give(a(10(wt%(solution.(The(solution(was(then(covered(and(stirred(for(2(hours(to(ensure(complete(dissolution(of(both(polymers.(Films((approximately(0.5(mm(in(thickness)(were(cast(into(petri(dishes,(9(cm(in(diameter,(covered(with( glass( lids( and( left( to( evaporate( slowly( under( a( fume( hood( (0.5(m(sO1( air(flow)( for( approximately( 2O3( days.( It( was( important( to( control( and( prevent( the( rapid(evaporation( of( solvent( in( order( to( produce( improved( sample( homogeneity.( Fast(evaporation(resulted(in(larger(pores(and(an(uneven(surface.(((
3.1.2$Melt$blending$of$poly(lactic$acid)$and$poly(ε7caprolactone)$Prior(to(extrusion,(the(PLA(grades(were(dried(to(remove(any(residual(moisture.(Drying(temperatures( and( times(were( selected( in( accordance(with( the( processing( data( sheets(provided( by( NatureWorks( LLC( (Nebraska,( USA)[1].( Consequently,( PLA( 4060D( was(subjected(to(4(hours(at(45(°C([2](and(2002D(for(4(hours(at(70(°C([3].(The(dried(polymer(was(subsequently(stored(in(desiccators(with(dry(silica(gel(until(required(for(processing.(
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The(screw(possesses(a(standard(purpose(profile(of(3:1(compression(ratio.(It(was(made(of(high(strength(carbon(steel,(heatOtreated,(polished(and(removable(to(enable(cleaning.(The(screw( speed( was( infinitely( variable( between( 0( and( 120(rpm.( The( barrel( was( also(composed(of(heatOtreated(high(strength(carbon(steel,(fitted(with(bursting(discs(for(over(pressure(protection.(The(temperature(was(controlled(through(a(series(of(heaters,(one(in(each( zone.( The( barrel( and( die( temperatures( were( controlled( between( 0O300(˚C( and(cooled(using(a( tangential(water(cooling(system.( (A(stainless(steel( two(roll( takeOoff(unit((with(cooling(/(polishing(rolls)(placed(after(the(die,(cooled(the(extrudate(before(passing(
Polymer( Composition(PCL(CAPA(6800( 100(PLA(4060D(/(PCL(CAPA(6800( 25/75(PLA(4060D(/(PCL(CAPA(6800( 50/50(PLA(4060D(/(PCL(CAPA(6800( 75/25(PLA(4060D( 100(PLA(2002D(/(PCL(CAPA(6800( 25/75(PLA(2002D(/(PCL(CAPA(6800( 50/50(PLA(2002D(/(PCL(CAPA(6800( 75/25(PLA(2002D( 100(
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onto(a(conveyor(belt.(The(polymers,( in(the(form(of(pellets(were(added(to(the(hopper(of( the(extruder.(Blends(were(weighed( (200(g(batches)( and(physically(mixed( to( ensure( an( even(distribution(of(pellets( prior( to( extrusion.(Barrel( and(die( temperatures(were( set( to( 160(°C( and(170(°C(respectively.( The( pressure( in( the( screw( was( monitored( using( an( external( pressure(transducer.( Samples( were( extruded( through( a( 1(mm( slit( die( and( passed( through( the(cooled(rollers(onto(a(conveyor(belt.(A(range(of(screw(speeds((10O40(rpm)(were(used.((Blend(extrusions(at(10(rpm(were(discarded(as(a(consequence(of(the(long(residence(time(at(the(processing(temperature(and(more(practical,(efficient(screw(speeds(of(20,(30(and(40(rpm(were(used( to(produce( the(blends( for(subsequent(analysis.(This( range(of( screw(speeds(were(selected(in(order(to(determine(the(influence(of(shear(rate(upon(mixing(and(final( properties( within( the( blends.( Increasing( the( screw( speed,( increases( the( shear(exerted(upon(the(polymers(within(the(barrel.(However(as(a(consequence(it(reduced(the(residence(time,(resulting(in(less(time(for(the(polymers(to(mix(in(contact(with(one(another(and( react.( Blends( were( continuously( extruded( and( approximately( 10( samples( were(collected,(after(1(m(had(extruded.((Allowing(the(machine(to(‘run(dry’(for(each(experimental(condition(provided(an(accurate(window,( indicating( where( the( samples( should( be( collected( (thereby( determining( the(residence(time(for(each(blend).(This(approach(was(limited(to(an(initial(trial.(Subsequent(experiments(were( conducted( using( the( continual( addition( and( extrusion( of( blends.( In(order(to(preserve(the(condition(of(the(extruder(it(was(desirable(to(prevent(the(machine(from( ‘running( dry’.( Additionally,( consistency( needed( to( be(maintained( across( the( two(blend( preparation( extrusion( techniques( (with( and( without( the( presence( of( carbon(dioxide).( ( Extruding( in( the( presence( of( carbon( dioxide( needed( a( continuous( flow( of(
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(Figure( 3.4.( Fracture( surfaces( of( the( solvent( cast( homopolymers.( Image( a)( poly(lactic( acid)(2002D,(b)(poly(lactic(acid)(4060D(and(c)(poly(εOcaprolactone).(
(
(Figure( 3.5.( Fracture( surfaces( of( solvent( cast( poly(lactic( acid)( 2002D( blends.( Image( a)( 25/75(PLA2002D/PCL,(b)(50/50(PLA2002D/PCL(and(c)(75/25(PLA2002D/PCL.(
(







The(dispersed(PLA(phase(in(the(25/75(PLA/PCL(blends(has(a( larger(diameter(than(the(dispersed( PCL( in( the( 75/25( blends( (Table( 3.3( and( Table( 3.4).( This( is( thought( to( be(attributed(to(the(different(viscosities(of(the(two(materials([6].((The(solvent(cast(PLA(4060D(and(PCL(blends((Figure(3.6)(present(very(similar(results(to(those(displayed( in( the(PLA(2002D(blend(system((Figure(3.5).(Relatively( large(droplets((up( to( 10(µm)( are( obviously( apparent( at( all( compositions.( This( observation( is( in(accordance(with(other(reports(in(the(literature(in(which(phase(separation(was(present,(although(it(should(be(noted(that(these(observations(were(made(in(blends(produced(from(different( grades( of( PLA( and( PCL.( It( is( clear( that( both( blend( systems( in( this( research,(created( by( solvent( casting( from(dichloromethane,( can( be( considered( to( be( immiscible(from(gross(phase(separation.(Although( there( is(no(evidence(as(yet( that( the(phases(are(composed(of(each(homopolymers(alone(and(there(is(some(limited(partial(miscibility.(Solvent(casting(in(dichloromethane(dissolves(both(polymers(allowing(any(polar(groups((in( this(case,( the(carbonyl(groups)( in( the(polymer(chains( to( interact(with(one(another.(However,( slow( evaporation( of( the( solvent( allows( time( for( the( polymers( to( phase(separate( and( encourages( crystallinity( to( develop( causing( further( phase( separation( to(occur.( The( observation( of( phase( separation( in( previous( PLA/PCL( solutionOcast( blends(was(attributed(to(crystallisation(of(PCL(and(expulsion(of(PLA(in(these(crystalline(regions(through(spherulitic(growth([7].(It(was(noted(that(phase(separation(may(also(be(induced(by( the( presence( of( a( third( component,( the( solvent.( SolutionOcasting( these( blends(promotes( phase( separation( and( may( not( reflect( the( true( morphology( of( the( two(component(systems.((The( application( of( heat( (160(°C(which( is( above( the(melting( point)( combined(with( the(shear( forces( of( mechanical( mixing( during( melt( blending,( creates( a( higher( level( of(
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interaction( allowing( the( blends( to( transform( from( the( two( phase( into( the( one( phase(region( of( the( LCST( curve( [8].( When( producing( immiscible( blends,( the( minor( phase((polymer( 1)( is( dispersed( as( droplets( within( the( major( phase( (polymer( 2),( as(demonstrated(in(these(blends(by(SEM.(Final(blend(morphology(is(determined(by(droplet(breakOup(and(coalescence.(These(are(competing(mechanisms(that(are(influenced(by(interfacial(tension([9].(Taylor(studied(the(breakup( of( a( single( Newtonian( drop( in( a( simple( shear( field( [10,( 11].( According( to(Taylor’s(theory,(the(deformation(of(a(Newtonian(drop(in(a(Newtonian(matrix(depends(on(two(parameters;( the(viscosity( ratio,(λ(=(ηd/ηm(and(capillary(number,(κ( (the(ratio(of( the(local(shear(stress(and(drop(diameter(to(the(interfacial(tension)[12]:(( ! = !!!!!/!( Equation(3.1((where( ηm( is( the( viscosity( of( the( matrix,( !( is( the( shear( rate,( d( is( the( diameter( of( the(droplet( and( ν& is( the( interfacial( tension.( Therefore,( the( deformation( of( a( droplet( is(encouraged( by( a( high(matrix( viscosity,( large( shear( rates,( large( droplet( size( and( small(interfacial(tension.(This(means(by(introducing(shear(rates(into(the(blend(system(through(processing( using( an( extruder,( deformation( of( a( droplet( is( more( likely( to( occur( in(comparison(to(solvent(casting.(Taylor(balanced(the(shear(and(interfacial(forces(to(give(an(expression(for(the(maximum(droplet(size(that(would(be(stable:((
! = 4!(! + 1)!!! 194 ! + 4 ( ! < 2.5( Equation(3.2((
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Taylor(predicted( that(no(breakup(of(droplets(would(occur(when(! < 2.5.( Equation(3.2(implies( that(droplet( size(will(be( reduced( through( increasing( the(shear( rate.( (However,(this( relation( is( valid( for( small( deformations( in( Newtonian( fluids( [13].( There( are(limitations( to( Taylor’s( theory( when( applied( to( polymer( blends( and( to( viscoelastic(systems.(The(individual(components(in(polymer(blends(exhibit(large(normal(stresses(in(flow.( In( addition,( the( process( of( coalescence( is( not( taken( into( consideration( [14].(Therefore,(Wu(established(a(correlation(relating(capillary(number(to(viscosity(ratio(for(extruded(polymer(blends.(He(expresses(the(droplet(diameter(as:((
! = !4!!±!.!"!!! ( Equation(3.3((where( the(plus( (+)( sign( is(applied(when(! > 1( and( the(minus( (O)( sign( is(applied(when(! < 1.(He(suggests(that(the(droplet(diameter(is(a(minimum(when(the(viscosities(of(both(polymers( are( close( to( unity( and( the( interfacial( tension( is( low( [15].( Therefore,( the(viscosity(ratios(of(both(blend(systems(and(interfacial( tensions(will(be(analysed(later( in(this(chapter.(Figure(3.7(to(3.9(display(the(SEM(images(for(the(PLA(2002D(and(PCL(blends(extruded(at(40,(30(and(20(rpm.((In(contrast(to(the(blends(produced(by(solvent(casting,(these(blends(exhibit(greatly(reduced(droplet(size(and(better(dispersion.(Low(interfacial(tension,(high(shear( rates( and( similar( viscosities( of( both( polymers( contribute( to( the( size( and(homogeneity(of(the(dispersed(phase(and(final(sample(morphology([16].((The( total( surface( energy( of( a( solid( is( the( summation( of( the( polar( and( the( dispersive(surface( energy( components( (Equation(3.4),(measured( from( the( contact( angle(of(probe(
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liquids( during( a( contact( angle( experiment( [17].( These( probe( liquids( have( preOdetermined(values(for(the(total,(polar(and(dispersive(surface(energy(components.(( !!!"#$% = !!!! + !!!!( Equation(3.4(
(The( surface( energies( of( PLA( and( PCL( 6800( have( previously( been( determined( in( the(literature(via(means(of(contact(angle(experiments([17].(These(are(displayed(in(Table(3.2.((
( !((mN(m81)( !!((mN(m81)( !!((mN(m81)(
PLA( 49(±(2( 37(±(2( 11(±(2(
PCL( 52(±(2( 41(±(2( 11(±(2(( Table(3.2.(Surface(energy(parameters(for(PLA(and(PCL([17].(
Similar( values(were( also( reported( for( PLA( 2002D( and( PCL( 6500( [18].( The( interfacial(tension((!!")(was(determined(using(the(following(equation(by(Wu([19]:((
!!" = !!! + !! − 4!!! !!!!!!!!+!!!! − ! 4!!!!!!!!!+!!!! ( ( Equation(3.5((The( interfacial( tension( between( PLA( and( PCL(was( calculated( to( be( 1.21(mN(mO1( from(Equation( 3.5.( The( magnitude( of( the( interfacial( tension( between( the( two( components(determines( their( compatibility( and( miscibility( with( one( another.( As( mentioned(previously,( if( the( value( of( interfacial( tension( tends( to( zero,( miscibility( is( assumed.( In(
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(Figure( 3.7.( ( Fracture( surfaces( of( melt( blended( 25/75( PLA2002D/PCL.( Image( a)( extruded( at(40(rpm,(b)(at(30(rpm(and(c)(at(20(rpm.(
((
(Figure( 3.8.( Fracture( surfaces( of( melt( blended( 50/50( PLA2002D/PCL.( Image( a)( extruded( at(40(rpm,(b)(at(30(rpm(and(c)(at(20(rpm.(
((






(Figure( 3.10.( Fracture( surfaces( of( melt( blended( 25/75( PLA4060D/PCL.( Image( a)( extruded( at(40(rpm,(b)(at(30(rpm(and(c)(at(20(rpm.(
(((
(Figure( 3.11.( Fracture( surfaces( of( melt( blended( 50/50( PLA4060D/PCL.( Image( a)( extruded( at(40(rpm,(b)(at(30(rpm(and(c)(at(20(rpm.(
(











!! = Σ!!!!Σ!! ( Equation(3.6((






dn$/(μm( 5.20(±(2.52( 0.57(±(0.43( 2.24(±(0.67( 0.92(±(0.77( 3.31(±(2.00( 0.34(±(0.54(









dn$$/$μm( 5.32(±(2.88( 0.76(±(0.24( 5.14(±(4.28( 0.78(±(0.40( 3.33(±(1.1( 0.50(±(0.18(
dw$/(μm( 6.65(±(2.88( 0.82(±(0.24( 8.91(±4.28( 0.96(±(0.40( 2.78(±(1.1( 0.63(±(0.18((Table(3.4.(Number(and(weight(average(droplet(diameter(and(standard(deviation.(PLA4060D/PCL(solvent(cast(and(melt(blends((30(rpm).((
(((Additionally,(the(average(diameter(volume(may(also(be(calculated(using(Equation(3.8:((( !!!! = Σ!!!!!Σ!!!!!( Equation(3.8((




In(summary,(melt(blending(with(a(single(screw(extruder(was(also(found(to(yield(phaseOseparated( blends( at( all( compositions( and( extrusion( speeds( investigated.( However,( an(improvement( in( dispersion( and( droplet( size,( e.g.( a( reduction( from( 9(µm(produced( by(solvent( casting( to( around( 1(µm( by( melt( blending,( was( observed( in( the( 50/50(PLA4060D/PCL(system.(
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3.2.3$Mechanical$testing$Figure(3.14,(Figure(3.15(and(Figure(3.16(show(the(elongation(at(break,(yield(stress(and(Young’s( modulus( for( the( solvent( cast( PLA( 2002D( and( PCL( blends( respectively.(Elongation( at( break( is( typically( greatest( in( the( homopolymers,( with( the( lowest( value(observed(for(the(25/75(PLA2002D/PCL(blend.(The(greatest(elongation(at(break(within(the(blends(is(for(the(75/25(PLA2002D/PCL(composition.(However,(as(demonstrated(in(SEM,( all( blends( have( exhibited( gross( immiscibility( by( large( droplets( and( phase(separation.( Droplets( act( as( stress( initiation( sites( and( severely( hinder( the( mechanical(properties(within(the(sample.(Stress(concentration(usually(takes(place(in(the(vicinity(of(the(dispersed(phase(and(initiates(localised(microOdamages(in(this(region.(It(results(from(the( difference( of( elastic(modulus( between( the( dispersed( phases( and( the( surrounding(matrix.(Consequently(there(is(a(reduction(in(the(mechanical(properties(such(as(strength(and( toughness( in(comparison( to(miscible(polymer(blends( [5].(Larger(dispersed(phases(induce( greater( stress( concentrations( and( subsequently( show( a( greater( reduction( in(mechanical( properties.( This( corresponds( with( a( study( by( Rao( and( colleagues,( who(noticed( that( larger( voids( caused( by( large( droplets( of( PCL( resulted( in( local( stress(concentrations,(contributing(to(a(faster(fracture(of(the(samples([33].((Subject( to( the( droplet( size,( dispersion( and( porosity( within( the( samples( caused( by(evaporation(of(the(solvent,( there(was(extreme(variation(in(mechanical(properties.(This(can(be(seen(by(the(large(error(within(the(majority(of(the(compositions.(The(error(within(the(experiments(is(consistent(across(all(measured(mechanical(properties(for(both(blend(systems.((
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Results( for( yield( stress( (Figure( 3.15)( for( the( 2002D( blend( system( follow( a( UOshaped(trend,( with( the( 50/50( PLA2002D/PCL( blend( possessing( the( lowest( value.( Young’s(modulus,(as(depicted(in(Figure(3.16,(shows(an(initial(increase(when(PLA(is(introduced(to(PCL.( Following( this,( the( error( bars( denoted( by( standard( deviation( over( multiple(experiments(are(much(larger.(This(indicates(that(phase(separation((and(disparity(in(the(size(of(the(dispersed(phase)(in(addition(to(the(absence(of(adhesion(within(the(blends(are(contributing(to(the(large(variation(in(results.(The(interfacial(adhesion(at(the(microphase(boundaries(is(vital(to(the(mechanical(strength(of(a(sample([8].((((
(Figure( 3.14.( Elongation( at( break( for( the( solvent( cast( PLA( 2002D/( PCL( blends.( Error( bars(represent(the(standard(deviation(averaged(over(multiple(experiments.(
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(Figure( 3.15.( Yield( stress( for( the( PLA( 2002D( /( PCL( blends.( Error( bars( represent( the( standard(deviation(averaged(over(multiple(experiments.(
((Figure( 3.16.( Young’s( modulus( for( the( PLA( 2002D( /( PCL( blends.( Error( bars( represent( the(standard(deviation(averaged(over(multiple(experiments.(
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Figure(3.17( to( Figure(3.19(display( the(mechanical( results( for( the(PLA(4060D(and(PCL(blends.( Figure( 3.17( shows( the( effect( of( blend( composition( on( elongation( at( break.( As(with( the( 2002D( blend( system,( the( lowest( value( is( exhibited( by( the( 25/75(PLA4060D/PCL( composition( and( the( highest( with( the( 75/25( PLA4060D/PCL( blend.(Both( systems( exhibit( similar( trends( in( elongation( at( break( and( Young’s( modulus,(however(the(variation(in(yield(stress(is(not(comparable.(
(Figure( 3.17.( Elongation( at( break( for( the( solvent( cast( PLA( 4060D/( PCL( blends.( Error( bars(represent(the(standard(deviation(averaged(over(multiple(experiments.(
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(Figure( 3.18.( Yield( stress( for( the( PLA( 4060D( /( PCL( blends.( Error( bars( represent( the( standard(deviation(averaged(over(multiple(experiments.(
(Figure( 3.19.( Young’s( modulus( for( the( PLA( 4060D( /( PCL( blends.( Error( bars( represent( the(standard(deviation(averaged(over(multiple(experiments.(
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Figure(3.20(and(Figure(3.21(show(the(representative(examples(of(the(engineering(stressOstrain(curves( for(all( compositions(of(PLA2002D/PCL(and(PLA4060D/PCL(produced(by(melt( blending.( The( curve( for( 100%( PLA( is( indistinguishable( because( of( the( dramatic(change( in( strain( across( composition,( therefore( an( additional( inset( of( this( result( is(presented(within(the(graphs.(It(is(clear(that(with(increasing(PCL(content(in(the(blend,(the(tensile(behaviour(of(the(blend(system(changed(dramatically.(A(reduction(in(yield(stress(was(compensated(by(a(significant(increase(in(elongation(at(break.(((
(Figure( 3.20.( Examples( of( the( engineering( stressOstrain( curves( for( the( melt( blended(PLA2002D/PCL(blend(system.(Inset(is(the(result(for(100%(PLA.(
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((Figure( 3.21.( Examples( of( the( engineering( stressOstrain( curves( for( the( melt( blended(PLA4060D/PCL(blend(system.(Inset(is(the(result(for(100%(PLA.(
The( yield( stress( is( defined( as( the(maximum( stress( in( the( stress/strain( curve( and( is( a(result( of( plastic( deformation,( i.e.( nonOreversible( deformation( of( the( sample.( In( PCL(homopolymers(and(blends,(the(drop(in(stress(corresponds(to(neck(formation(or(localised(yielding(of(the(material(with(a(reduction(in(cross(sectional(area(as(strain(increases.(This(is( followed( by( extension( of( the( neck( through( the( specimen( until( it( reaches( the( end(profile,(which(accounts(for(the(increase(in(stress(after(400(%(extension.(((The(increase(in(length( corresponds( to( the( polymer( chains( aligning( along( the( direction( of( the( load(characterised(by(the(material(drawing.((PLA( appears( to( form( a( more( diffuse( neck( in( which( a( greater( volume( of( material( is(involved(in(the(neck(formation(or(to(uniformly(draw(but(since(it(breaks(at(the(onset(of(yielding(it(is(not(possible(to(separate(the(two(mechanisms.(
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(As(expected,(the(reduction(of(PCL(in(the(75/25(PLA/PCL(blend(promotes(a(decrease(in(elongation(at(break(compared(to(other(compositions.(Perhaps(the(variation(with(rpm(for(the( 75/25( blend( can( be( attributed( to( an( increased( adhesion( between( phases,(corresponding( to(an( increase( in( residence( time.(Another(possibility( is( the( influence(of(porosity(within(some(samples,(particularly(evident(in(the(40(rpm(blends.(These(results(demonstrate( that( PCL( possesses( the( ability( to( influence( the(mechanical( properties( of(PLA,(albeit(with(an(absence(of(miscibility(within(the(system.(Figure(3.24(shows(the(yield(stress(for(the(PLA2002D/PCL(melt(blended(system.(Here,(tensile(strength(of(the(blends(are(improved(with(increasing(content(of(PLA.((
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(Figure( 3.24.(A( comparison( of( yield( stress( for( PLA(2002D( /(PCL(blends(prepared(with( varying(rpm.(The(standard(uncertainty(is(denoted(by(error(bars,(averaged(over(multiple(experiments.(
There( is( a( greater( variation( with( screw( speed( in( the( 75/25( PLA/PCL( blend( as( also(observed( in( the( elongation( at( break( for( this( system.( As( mentioned( previously,( this(variation(may(be(a(result(of(disparity(in(adhesion(and(porosity(between(phases.(The( Young’s(modulus( (see( Figure( 3.25)( also( showed( an( improvement(with( increasing(concentrations( of( PLA,( with( a( similar( (less( significant)( variation( in( the( 75/25( blends(with( rpm.( Across( all( properties( within( this( blend( system( for( the( 75/25( composition,(20(rpm(exhibits(the(greatest(improvement(with(the(poorest(properties(observed(for(the(40(rpm(samples.(
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((Figure( 3.25.( A( comparison( of( the( Young’s(modulus( for( PLA( 2002D( /( PCL( blends(with( varying(rpm.(The(standard(uncertainty(is(denoted(by(error(bars,(averaged(over(multiple(experiments.(
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Figure(3.26(to(Figure(3.28(display(the(mechanical(properties(of(the(PLA4060D/PCL(melt(blends.(There(was( little( influence(of( rpm(on(mechanical(properties(of(both(25/75(and(50/50(blend(compositions.(This(corresponds( to( the( trends(previously(discussed( in( the(PLA2002D/PCL(blends((such(as(improvements(in(elongation(with(greater(PCL(content,(and(a(deterioration( in(yield(stress(and(Young’s(modulus).( (However,( the(75/25(blends((noted(previously)(also(demonstrate(an(influence(of(the(screw(speed(on(the(mechanical(behaviour.( In( particular,( it( is( evident( that( blends( produced( at( 40(rpm( consistently(exhibited(inferior(properties(at(this(composition.((
(Figure(3.26.(A(comparison(of(elongation(at(break(for(PLA(4060D(/(PCL(blends(with(varying(rpm.(The(standard(uncertainty(is(denoted(by(error(bars,(averaged(over(multiple(experiments.(















3.2.4$Fourier$Transform$Infrared$(FTIR)$Spectroscopy$Fourier( Transform( Infrared( (FTIR)( Spectroscopy( is( a( useful( technique( to( study( the(specific(interactions(in(polymer(blends.(As(mentioned(previously(in(Chapter(2,(the(FTIR(spectra( of( the( blends( were( recorded,( with( particular( interest( in( the( carbonyl( band.(Spectral( shifts( and( changes( in( this( region( were( expected( to( occur( with( any(corresponding(interaction(in(the(blend.((Figure( 3.29( and( Figure( 3.30( show( the( carbonyl( absorption( band( of( solvent( cast(PLA2002D/PCL(and(4060D/PCL(blends(respectively.(The(carbonyl(band(for(solvent(cast(PCL( absorbs( with( a( peak( maximum( at( 1721(cmO1,( PLA( 2002D( at( 1748(cmO1( and( PLA(4060D(at(1747(cmO1.(The(blends(unfortunately(show(no(compositional(changes,(assumed(to( be( attributed( to( the( gross( phase( separation( and( solubility( differences( between( the(constituent(homopolymers(and(solvent,(resulting(in(a(phase(layered(composition((Figure(3.31).((ATROFTIR(is(a(surface(characterisation(technique,(relying(upon(the(depth(of(penetration(of( the( IR(beam( into(a(sample.(The(penetration(depth( is(dependent(upon( the(refractive(indices( of( the( ATR( crystal( and( sample,( in( addition( to( the( wavelength( of( the( incident(beam((photons(with(higher(wavenumber(penetrate( the(sample( less( than(photons(with(lower(wavenumber).(Depending(on(these(experimental(conditions,(depth(of(penetration(can(range(between(0.5(to(5(microns([37].(For(a(diamond(ATR(the(penetration(depth(at(1000(cmO1( is( typically( 1( to( 2(microns( [38].( Therefore,( the( ATROFTIR( spectra( obtained(were( representative( of( the( surface( composition( and( not( the( bulk.( Ideally( for( these(samples(a(FTIR(experiment(in(transmission(should(be(considered,(however(the(solvent(
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(Figure( 3.31.( SEM( image( of( solvent( cast( 25/75( PLA2002D/PCL( illustrating( gross( phase(separation.(
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Table( 3.5.( The( variance( of( PLA( 2002D( and( PCL(maximum(peak( position( of( the( carbonyl( band(with(composition.(
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Table( 3.6.( The( variance( of( PLA( 4060D( and( PCL(maximum( peak( position( of( the( carbonyl(with(composition.(
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3.2.5$Rheology$The(effect(of(shear(on(a(polymer(involves(the(breaking(down(of(molecular(interactions(arising( from( chain( entanglement.( Chain( entanglement( is( a( function( of( both( size( and(number( of( molecules,( therefore( viscosity( is( influenced( by( the( molecular( weight( and(molecular(weight(distribution(of(polymeric(materials([41].(The(shear(thinning(behaviour(of( molten( polymers( is( of( great( importance( in( plastic( processing( operations( such( as(extrusion.(The(melt(rheology(of(PLA(is(distinct(from(other(commercial(plastics(due(to(it(possessing( a( low( thermal( stability( [42].( ( Therefore( rheological(measurements( on( PLA(are(particularly(beneficial(when(determining( the(effectiveness(of(drying(procedures((a(preventative( measure( for( hydrolytic( degradation)( and( chemical( stabilisation((preventing(thermal(degradation)([43].( ( It(has(been(previously(reported(that(both(PLA(and(PCL(behave(as(a(nonONewtonian(fluids(and(undergo(shear(thinning([44].(When( considering( polymer( blends,( rheological( behaviours( are( strongly( influenced( by(their( structures( and( interfacial( characteristics.( The( studies( of( melt( rheological(properties(are(also(helpful(to(find(out(the(structure–property(relationship(in(blends.(It(is(frequently(discussed(in(the(literature(that(an(important(parameter(influencing(polymer(blending(is(their(viscosity(ratio:((
! = !η!!"#$%"$η!"#$%& ( Equation(3.10((It(is(believed(that(the(differences(in(viscosities(between(the(two(polymers(can(influence(the( blend( compositional( morphology.( As( mentioned( previously,( the( viscosity( ratio(should( be( as( small( as( possible(with( the(major( phase( possessing( the( highest( viscosity(
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The(viscosity(ratio(values(in(Table(3.7(confirm(that(the(25/75(PLA/PCL(blends(have(the(smaller(viscosity(ratios.(The(75/25(PLA/PCL(ratio( is(significantly(greater( in(the(4060D(blend(system( in(comparison( to(2002D.(However,( the(75/25(2002DPLA/PCL(blend(has(only(a(slightly( larger(ratio(than(the(25/75(blend.( It( is(evident(that(these(results(do(not(correspond(with( the( calculations( of( the(weight( average( droplet( diameter( for( the(melt(blended(samples,(which(indicated(a(better(morphology(for(the(75/25(PLA/PCL(blends.(Viscosity( measurements( were( performed( using( a( rotational( rheometer( using( parallel(plates,(however(the(use(of(a(capillary(rheometer(may(have(provided(more(of(an(accurate(representation( of( the( extrusion( process.( Therefore,( there(may( be( some( discrepancies(between( isolated( viscosity( measurements( and( extruded( sample( morphology.(Additionally,( the( viscosity( ratio( is( only( one( out( of( many( contributing( factors( that(influence(the(final(blend(morphology.((The(dependence(of(steady(shear(viscosity(on(shear(rate(for(alternative(grades(of(PLA(and(PCL(homopolymers( and( their(blends(has(been(previously( reported( [33].( In( this( study,(the(authors(presented(rheology(data(that(indicated(higher(viscosity(of(PCL(than(PLA(at(200(˚C.( However,( they( noted( that( the( addition( of( PCL( was( found( to( increase( the(processability( of( PLA( in( extrusion.( The( shear( stress( of( the( blends( increased( with(increase(in(PCL(content,(indicating(a(higher(elasticity.((
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3.2.6$Differential$Scanning$Calorimetry$(DSC)$DSC( is( commonly( used( to( determine(miscibility(within( a( polymer( blend.( If( a( blend( is(deemed(to(be(miscible,(only(a(single(Tg(is(exhibited(in(the(DSC(trace.(Partial(miscibility(is(present( in( the( blend( when( the( both( glass( transition( of( separated( phases( are(compositionally(dependent(and(lie(between(the(glass(transitions(of(the(two(components.(The( Fox( equation( (Equation( 3.11)( can( be( used( to( predict( the( glass( transition(temperature(for(a(miscible(polymer(blend(for(a(given(composition;(1!!"#$%& = ! !!!!! + !!!!!((
(Equation(3.11((
where(w(and(Tg(represent(the(weight(fractions(and(glass(transition(temperatures(of(each(blend(component(respectively.(The(component(with(the(lower(Tg(is(donated(as(Tg1(and(the(higher(Tg( as(Tg2& [45].(The( calculated(Tgs( for(blends(of(PLA(2002D(and(PLA(4060D(with(PCL(can(be(seen(in(Table(3.8.(
Composition(PLA/PCL( PLA(2002D/PCL(blend(˚C( PLA(4060D/PCL(blend(˚C(100/0( 55( 52(75/25( 15.07( 13.33(50/50( O16.20( O17.12(25/75( O41.34( O41.72(0/100( O62( O62((Table(3.8.(The(glass(transition(temperatures(of(PLA2002D/PCL(and(PLA4060D/PCL(blends(calculated(by(the(Fox(equation.((
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Given(the(evidence(of(gross(phase(separation(for(the(solvent(cast(blends(as(seen(by(SEM(and( large( variance( in( the( results( obtained( from( mechanical( testing( and( FTIR(spectroscopic( analysis,( the( DSC( results(were( considered( not( to( be( representative( and(therefore( will( not( be( considered( in( any( detail.( However,( it( should( be( noted( that( on(solvent(casting,(the(constituent(homopolymers(were(crystalline,(approximately(67%(and(30%(for(PCL(and(PLA(2002D(respectively.(These(values(are(greater(than(those(obtained(for( the(extruded(samples,( e.g.(PCL(and(PLA(2002D(extruded(at(30(rpm(were(45%(and(1.4%(crystalline,( respectively.( For(blends( exhibiting( a( cold( crystallisation(peak( for( the(PLA(component,(the(%(crystallisation(of(PLA(was(calculated(from(the(equation:((
!! != !∆!! !− !∆!!!∆!!! !×!100( Equation(3.12(
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(Figure( 3.40( to( Figure( 3.45( show( the( DSC( analysis( of( the( melt( blends( prepared( with(different( screw( speeds.( ( Previous(DSC( analysis( of( PLA/PCL( blends( also( exhibited( cold(crystallisation(of(the(PLA(component(with(no(evidence(for(the(cold(crystallisation(of(PCL([9].( They( showed( that( the( cold( crystallisation( of( PLA( alone( was( shifted( from( 115( to(100(˚C(by( introducing(PCL.(A( similar( shift(was(observed( in( the(present( results(but( the(shift( is(125(to(110(˚C.(PCL(is( in(the(melt(at( the(cold(crystallisation(temperature(of(PLA.(The( reduction( of( the( cold( crystallisation( temperature( in( the( blends( compared( to( neat(PLA( indicates( that( the( presence( of( PCL( encourages( crystallisation( of( PLA( [4,( 18].( ( All(blends( show( a( reduction( in( PCL( crystallinity( corresponding( with( a( decrease( in( PCL(content( in( the(blend(as( a( result( of( dilution( [51],(with( the( exception(of( Figure(3.45( (a)((PLA4060D/PCL( at( 20(rpm).( Here,( a( reduction( in( PCL( crystallinity( is( observed( with(increasing(PCL(content.(There(is( fine(dispersion(of(PLA(droplets( in(the(PLA4060D/PCL(25/75( 20(rpm( blend( as( demonstrated( by( SEM.( Any( interaction( or( adhesion( present(between(the(droplets(and(matrix(may(decrease(the(mobility(of(the(PCL(chains,(thereby(reducing( reorganisation( and( crystallisation( [51].( The( corresponding( FTIR( carbonyl(absorption(band( for( the(PLA(component( in( the(20(rpm(blend(displays(a(2(cmO1(greater(shift( to( higher(wavenumbers( than( at( 30( and( 40(rpm.( This( also( indicates( an( increased(interaction(between(components(in(this(blend.(There(is(no(significant(change(to(PCL(melting(point(across(composition,(a(slight(increase(is(observed(in(a(number(of(instances(for(the(50/50(blends.(This(may(indicate(a(reduction(in(adhesion(between(both(phases( for( this( composition(which( corresponds( to( the(poor(morphology(observed(in(these(blends(by(SEM.(((
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3.3#Conclusions#Blends( produced( by( solution( casting( and( melt( blending( were( immiscible( under( all(processing( conditions( and( compositions.( SEM( analysis( indicated( that( an( improved(microstructure( (smaller( and( more( finely( dispersed)( was( obtained( with( the( 75/25(PLA/PCL(melt(blends,(with( the( favoured(processing(conditions(dictated(by(mechanical(testing,(at(20(and(30(rpm(for(this(composition.(Analysis(by(FTIR(spectroscopy(confirmed(gross( phase( separation( in( the( solvent( cast( blends( through( lack( of( any( compositional(dependencies.( The( samples( produced( through(melt( blending( however,( exhibited( clear(changes( in( carbonyl( band( absorbance( with( composition.( Additionally,( the( carbonyl(bands( assigned( to( both( PLA( and( PCL( were( seen( to( shift( to( higher( wavenumbers(corresponding(to(decreasing(content(of(each(component.(Shifting(of(the(carbonyl(peak(is(associated(with(an(interaction(between(the(polymers.(Rheological( analysis( of( the( homopolymers( illustrated( a( higher( viscosity( for( PCL( than(PLA,(signifying(mixing(will(be(preferred(in(the(25/75(PLA/PCL(blends((where(the(matrix(possesses( the( higher( viscosity).( ( The( average( viscosity( ratios( calculated( at( 1%( strain(confirmed(the(lowest(ratios(were(for(the(25/75(PLA/PCL(blend(for(both(systems.(These(results( contradict( the(weight( average(droplet( diameter( calculations( from(SEM( images,(indicating( discrepancies( between( processing( and( isolated( viscosity( measurements.(However,(75/25(PLA2002D/PCL(also(exhibited(a(relatively(low(viscosity(ratio.((DSC(analysis(confirmed(immiscibility(and(showed(an(increase(in(PLA(2002D(crystallinity(by(introducing(PCL,(indicating(PCL(is(behaving(as(a(nucleating(agent.(It(was(determined(that(blending(investigations(with(carbon(dioxide(would(proceed(without(the(inclusion(of(40(rpm(as(a(result(of(the(comparatively(inferior(mechanical(properties.((
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4.1.1$Macromolecular$dynamics$Macromolecular(dynamics(is(an(area(of(polymer(science(that(addresses(the(motion(and(mobility( of( polymer( chains.( Some( elements( of( this( subject( have( been( mentioned( in(chapter(1(such(as(polymer(crystallisation(and(the(onset(of(molecular(motion(at(the(glass(transition.(Small(molecules(in(a(gas(move(by(translation,(colliding(with(other(molecules(or(containing(walls.(In(a(liquid,(small(molecules(also(move(by(translation(however,(their(motion(is(governed(and(confined(by(the(molecular(dimensions.(These(random(motions(are( often( termed( Brownian( motion.( The( motion( of( polymer( chains( can( occur( in( two(different( forms;( (i)( the( chain( can( alter( its( overall( conformation( (such( as( in( relaxation(after(subjected(to(strain)(or,((ii)(the(chain(can(move(relative(to(that(of(neighbouring(and(surrounding( chains( [1].( Induced( by( thermal( activation,( these( processes( occur( by(Brownian( motion( and( are( deemed( as( types( of( selfJdiffusion.( The( diffusion( process(concerning(polymer(chains( is( largely( restricted( to( their( incapability( to(move(sideways(caused( by( obstructing( surrounding( polymer( chains.( Therefore,( diffusion( of( polymer(chains( is( only( achievable( by( cooperative( motions( of( these( restricting( neighbouring(chains( and( is( considered( an( extremely( long(process( [2].( In( order( to(provide( a( greater(
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understanding( of( the(motion( of( polymer( chains,( numerous( theories( and(models( have(been(developed(and(some(will(be(presented(in(this(chapter.(
4.1.1.1$The$Rouse$model$In(1953(Rouse([3](developed(one(of(the(first(theories(on(the(motion(of(polymer(chains.(This( theory( considers( that( a(polymer( chain( consists(of( a( succession(of( repeating(units(obeying(the(Gaussian(distribution(function,(therefore(each(chain(exists(as(a(random(coil([4].((These(repeat(units(can(be(represented(by(a(series(of(beads((N)(connected(by(springs(behaving(as(joints(along(the(chain((Figure(4.1).(Each(bead(possesses(its(own(individual(friction( coefficient( ζ.(The( total( friction( coefficient(of( the(Rouse( chain( is( the( sum(of( the(beads((N):(( !! = !"( Equation(4.1((
((
Figure(4.1.(A(polymer(chain(represented(by(the(bead(and(spring(model.(
There( are( three( different( forces( influencing( the( dynamics( of( polymer( chains:( (i)( a(frictional( force,( proportional( to( the( velocity( of( the( repeat( unit( in( its( surrounding(medium,( (ii)( the( force(between(adjoining(repeat(units(along( the(same(chain(and((iii)(a(
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The( diffusion( coefficient( of( the( Rouse( chain( (!!)((Equation( 4.3)( is( obtained( using( the(Einstein( equation( (Equation( 4.2)( and( the( friction( coefficient( of( the( Rouse( chain((Equation(4.1).(Einstein(formulated:(
! = !"! ( Equation(4.2((where(the(diffusion(of(particles(D((the(diffusion(coefficient)(is(inversely(proportional(to(the(friction(coefficient(ζ(between(the(particle(and(medium,(!(is(the(Boltzmann(constant(and(T(is(the(temperature.(This(allows(the(calculation(of(!!:(
(
!! = ! !"!"( Equation(4.3(
$The( polymer( chain( is( able( to( diffuse( a( distance( of( an( order( of( its( radius( R,( during( a(characteristic(time,(Rouse(time(!!:(!! ≈ !!!!! = ! !!"!"!( Equation(4.4((The(size(of(the(polymer(chain(can(be(related(to(the(number(of(monomers(N(of(length(b:(! = !!!!( Equation(4.5((By(substituting(Equation(4.5( into(Equation(4.4(the(relaxation(time(of(an( ideal(chain,(τ!(now(becomes:(








The(chain(within(the(tube(can(adopt(different(conformations(without(any(influence(from(interactions(with(surrounding(chains,(any(kinks/bumps(move(along(the(chain(resulting(in(translative(motion.(However,(the(pathway(is(restricted(by(the(diameter(of(the(tube(a:((( !! ≈ !!!!!( Equation(4.7((where(!! (is(the(number(of(monomers(of(size(b$(equalling(that(of(the(tube(diameter).(The(average( tube( length( ! $is( the( product( of( the( average( number( of( entanglements( (!!!(of(length(a.(
! !≈ ! !!! !≈ !!!!! !≈ ! !"!!!!( Equation(4.8(((Reptation( time,( is( the( time( it( takes( for( a( polymer( chain( to( diffuse( out( of( the( tube( of(average( length( ! (and( can( be( calculated( using( the( Rouse( diffusion( coefficient,(!! (mentioned(previously((Equation(4.3)(and(the(average(tube(length((Equation(4.8).(( !!"# !≈ ! ! !!! !≈ ! !"!!" !!!!! = ! !"!!" !!!! ! !!! !(( Equation(4.9((The( reptation( time( was( predicted( to( be( the( cube( of( the( molar( mass( (M),( however(experimental(values(determined:( !!"# = !!!.!( Equation(4.10((
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4.2.1$The$influence$of$carbon$dioxide$on$the$reptation$of$poly(ε=caprolactone)$An( Anton( Paar( Physica( MCR301( high( pressure( rheometer( (previously( described( in(chapter(2)(was(used( to(probe( the( influence(of(carbon(dioxide(on( the(reptation( time(of(poly(εJcaprolactone).( A( PCL( polymer( disc( with( a( thickness( of( 1(mm( (cut( from( a(hotpressed(plaque(–(see(methodology(in(chapter(2)(was(added(to(the(lower(plate(of(the(preheated(rheometer((80,(100(or(120(˚C).(The(rheometer(was(then(sealed(and(charged(with( the( desired( pressure( of( carbon( dioxide( (atmospheric,( 60,( 80( or( 100(bar).( The(sample(was(provided(a(5(minute(soak(time(to(allow(CO2(to(diffuse(into(the(polymer(prior(to( undertaking( analysis.( Initial( viscosity( measurements( were( performed( in( order( to(determine(the(shear(rates(at(which(the(Newtonian(region(of(PCL(occurred.(Accordingly,(a( series(of( strain( sweeps(over(a( range(of( angular( frequencies(were( then(performed( to(establish(the(strain(required(to(obtain(a(shear(rate(within(the(Newtonian(region.(Finally,(oscillation(measurements(were(performed(and( the(angular( frequency(was(varied(on(a(log(scale(over(14(data(points(between(0.2(to(100(rad(sJ1.(At(each(angular(frequency(the(torque(was(allowed(to(stabilise,(resulting(in(experimental(times(of(typically(14(minutes.(Three( repeats( of( each( temperature( and( pressure( were( performed( and( the( average(storage((G’)(and(loss((G”)(modulus(against(angular(frequency((ω)(were(plotted(with(the(standard(deviation(denoted(by(error(bars.(
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4.2.2$ Investigations$ of$ interactions$ of$ poly(lactic$ acid)$ and$ poly(ε=caprolactone)$
with$carbon$dioxide$using$Fourier$Transform$Infrared$(FTIR)$Spectroscopy$$FTIR(was(employed(to(investigate(any(potential( interaction(with(both(poly(lactic(acid),(poly(εJcaprolactone)( and( carbon( dioxide.( A( Jasco( FTIRJ6300( was( used( with( a( Specac(supercritical( fluid( golden( gate( ATR( attachment( connected( to( a( Specac( temperature(controller((Figure(4.5).(
((Figure(4.5.(Jasco(FTIRJ6300(with(a(Specac(supercritical(fluids(golden(gate(ATR(attachment(and(temperature(controller.(
A( sliced( segment( of( a( PLA( or( PCL( pellet( was( placed( over( the( ATR( crystal( which(was(subsequently( covered( and( sealed( with( the( supercritical( fluid( attachment.( This(arrangement(requires(an( initial(melt(contact( to(be(made((in( the(absence(of(an(applied(force)( to( provide( sufficient( contact( with( the( crystal( in( order( to( acquire( spectral(measurements.((The(cell(was(then(preheated(to(150(˚C((to(replicate(extrusion(conditions)(and(a(spectrum(was(captured(prior(to(the(addition(of(CO2.((In(order(to(minimise(experimental(time((and(potential( thermal(degradation)(a(resolution(of(4(cmJ1(and(100(scans(was(employed.( (A(
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Jasco(pump((Model(PUJ2086(Plus)(was(used( in(order( to(pressurise(and(control(CO2( in(the(cell( throughout(the(experiment.(A(spectrum(was(captured(after(a(5(minute(soak(at(pressures(from(bottle(pressure((approximately(60(bar)(to(120(bar.((
4.2.3$Carbon$dioxide$assisted$extrusion$of$poly(lactic$acid)$and$poly(ε=caprolactone)$
blends$$It( was( noted( in( chapter( 3( that( blending( investigations( would( proceed( without( the(inclusion(of(40(rpm(as(a(result(of(comparatively(inferior(mechanical(properties(to(those(exhibited(for(20(and(30(rpm.(Therefore,(the(methodology(detailed(in(this(section(will(be(for(screw(speeds(of(20(and(30(rpm(only.((Prior( to( extrusion,( the( PLA( grades( were( dried( to( remove( any( residual( moisture((previously( detailed( in( Chapter( 3).( The( blends( produced( in( the( presence( of( carbon(dioxide(were( produced( using( the( same( extruder( used( for(melt( blending,( however( the(extruder( was( modified( to( allow( the( injection( of( CO2( into( the( polymer( melt.( CO2(was(injected(into(zones(2(and(3(of(the(barrel(via(a(custom(made(design,(using(a(Jasco(pump((Model(PUJ2086(Plus)(fitted(with(a(chiller(head(to(enable(the(CO2(to(be(pumped(in(liquid(form((see(Figure(4.6(for(extruder(setJup).(There(are(4(injection(ports,(2(on(either(side(of(the(barrel.(The(first(set(of(injection(ports(are(situated(28.5(cm(along(the(extruder((zone(2)(and(the(second(set(are(54.5(cm(along((zone(3),(8.5(cm(from(the(die.(Interchangeable(fittings( to( run(with( and(without( CO2( can( be( seen( in( Figure( 4.7.( The( CO2( fitting( has( a(0.5(mm(diameter(opening(at( the(end( to(allow(carbon(dioxide( to(pass( through( into( the(barrel.(The(head(of(the(CO2(fitting(was(connected(to(a(male(pressure(tube(fitting,(which(was( wrapped( with( PTFE( tape( to( enhance( the( seal( between( both( components.( This(allowed( the( connection(of( the( lines( (1/16”)(which(were( connected(with(a(union( cross(
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fitting.( Between( experiments,( all( screws( and( components( needed( to( be( removed,(separated( and( cleaned( to( remove( any( solidified( polymer( blocking( the( CO2( flow.( A(pressure( relief(valve(was( installed( to(prevent(over(pressurisation( in( the(extruder.(The(pressure(in(the(extruder(was(monitored(using(a(pressure(transducer.((In(order(to(calculate(the(CO2(concentration(for(addition(into(the(extruder,(each(polymer(was( extruded( at( both( 20( and( 30(rpm( and( the( average( of( three( extruded( masses( per(minute( was( calculated( for( each( screw( speed.( The( CO2( flow( rate( (g(minJ1)( was( then(calculated( as( a( wt%( of( the( measured( polymer( mass( extruded( per( minute( using(((Equation(4.11.(This(enabled(the(input(of(a(given(concentration(of(CO2,(in(relation(to(the(polymer,(into(the(extruder.(This(calculated(value(must(be(converted(into(ml(minJ1(as(CO2(is( injected( as( liquid.( ( Equation( 4.12( shows( this( conversion.( The( density( of( CO2( was(calculated( by( NIST( webJbook( [12]( as( 0.91898( g(mlJ1( based( on( the( CO2( pressure( and(temperature(in(the(pump((at(4(˚C).(CO2(wts%(of(1,(5,(10(and(20%(were(injected(for(each(blend(system(at(20(and(30(rpm.((
!"#$!!"#$!"#!(!! "#!!)="!"!! "#$%#&'(&)"#! !"%!"" ×!!"#$!!"#$!"#$%&'!(!! "#!!)$( ((Equation(4.11((









4.3.1$The$influence$of$carbon$dioxide$on$the$reptation$of$poly(ε=caprolactone)$Initial( viscosity( measurements( indicated( that( the( Newtonian( region( of( PCL( occurred(between(shear(rates(of(0.02(and(0.32(sJ1.(The(strain(sweeps(performed(to(determine(the(strain(required(to(maintain(a(shear(rate(within(the(Newtonian(region((0.02(and(0.32(sJ1)(demonstrated(the(strain(needed(to(be(adjusted(between(100(and(0.2%(throughout(the(experiment.((
4.3.1.1$Effect$of$temperature$on$the$atmospheric$rheological$properties$of$poly(εB
caprolactone)$Figure( 4.8( shows( the( influence( of( temperature( (80,( 100( and( 120(˚C)( on( the( average(storage((G’)(and(loss((G”)(modulus(plots(of(PCL(at(atmospheric(pressure.(The(results(of(the( frequency( sweeps( indicate( a( horizontal( shift( (illustrated( in( Figure( 4.8)( along( the(angular( frequency( axis( corresponding( with( an( increase( in( temperature.( During( an(oscillation(measurement,(a(constant(shear(strain(and(set(angular(frequency(is(applied(to(the(sample.(The(resultant(shear(stress(required(in(order(to(produce(this(strain(enables(the(calculation(of(the(complex(shear(modulus((G*):(
!∗ = !ℎ!"#!!"#$!!!ℎ!"#!!"#$%&( Equation(4.13((The(complex(shear(modulus(is(related(to(both(the(real((‘)(and(imaginary((“)(moduli:(!∗ = ! !′! + !!"!( Equation(4.14(The(horizontal( shift,( seen( in(Figure(4.8,( is( caused(by(a(decrease( in(both(G’(and(G”(at(a(given(frequency(for(low(angular(frequencies.(Upon(increasing(the(temperature,(thermal(
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The( results( generated( from( the( oscillation( experiments( exhibit( ideal( responses( as(governed(by(the(simplest(model(of(viscoelastic(behaviour,(the(Maxwell(model([14].(This(model( consists( of( an( elastic( component( (spring)( connected( in( series( with( a( viscous(component((dashpot)([15].(The(storage(and(loss(moduli(are(represented(mathematically(by(the(Maxwell(model(as:(
!! = ! !!!!!1 + !!! + !!!( Equation(4.15((
!"! = ! !"1 + !!! + !!!( Equation(4.16((where(G(is(the(spring(modulus(of(the(model,(!(is(the(viscous(component,(!(is(the(angular(frequency(and(!(is(the(reptation(time.(In(all(results(obtained,(a(plateau(in(G’(is(present(at(high( frequencies( and( follows( a( sharp( transition( to( the( terminal( region( at( low( angular(frequencies.(This(model(predicts(that(G’(is(proportional(to(ω2$and(G”(is(proportional(to(ω$for( polymers( with( a( linear( structure( and( a( relatively( narrow( molecular( weight(distribution([16].(The(Maxwell(model(can(also(used(to(determine(the(reptation(time.(It(is(expressed(as(the(reciprocal(frequency(of(the(intersect(of(the(storage(and(loss(moduli:(
! = ! 1!(!!!!")( Equation(4.17((The( results( for( the( calculated( reptation( times( can( be( seen( in( Table( 4.1.( Upon( heating(from(80(˚C(to(100(˚C(the(reptation(time(is(reduced(by(50%.(Increasing(the(temperature(to(120(˚C,( reduces( the(reptation( time(by(another(36%.(The(addition(of( thermal(energy(into( the( system( causes( both( an( increase( in( free( volume,( an( increase( in( energy( and(
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mobility( of( the( polymer( chains.( This( means( that( the( network( of( entanglements( (the(confinements( of( the( tube)( surrounding( the( reptating( chain( are( able( to( relax( and( the(diameter(of(the(tube(is(increased.(This(allows(the(chain(within(the(tube(an(extra(degree(of( freedom( that( was( previously( denied( at( lower( temperatures.( The( increased(temperature(provides(the(chain(with(extra(energy(to(drive(the(conformational(changes(that( cause( the( chain( to( reptate.( Therefore,( there( is( a( corresponding( reduction( in(reptation(time(with(a(raise(in(temperature.(The( timeJtemperature( superposition( can( be( employed( in( order( to( determine(temperature( dependent( properties( from( the( known( properties( of( a( reference(temperature.( The( procedure( involves( shifting( each( of( the( curves( along( the( horizontal(axis(to(the(reference(curve.(The(horizontal(shift(required,(known(as(the(‘shift(factor’,( is(calculated(using(Equation(4.18:((( !ℎ!"#!!"#$%&! !! = !!!"#$%&'(%)*+,!!"#$#%#&'# !( Equation(4.18((where(!!"#$%&'(%)*+, (is( the( angular( frequency( at( the( experimental( temperature( and(!!"#$#%#&'# (is(the(angular(frequency(at(the(reference(temperature.(The(chosen(reference(temperature(was(100(˚C,(previously(used(in(other(studies(on(the(rheological(properties(of(PCL([17,(18].(((
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(Figure( 4.9.( Example( of( the( shifted( storage(moduli( to(!!"#$#%#&'# ((100(˚C)( in( order( to( calculate(the(shift(factor.((Determining(the(shift(factor(enables(the(calculation(of(activation(energy(to(flow.(
In( order( to( calculate( the( activation( energy( to( flow,( the( Arrhenius( equation( (Equation(4.19)(was(used:((









The( influence(of(pressure(on(shear(modulus( is( commonly(reported( in( the( literature.(A(corresponding( increase( is( seen( in( the( shear(modulus( of( a( polymer( as( the( pressure( is(raised( [20].( This( pressure( compresses( the( free( volume( between( the( polymer( chains,(consequently( hindering( their( mobility.( In( contrast( however,( through( the( addition( of(60(bar(of(CO2,(a(shift(to(higher(frequencies(is(observed,(indicating(the(opposite(effect.((The( gaseous( properties( of( CO2( enable( its( diffusion( into( the( free( volume( of( a( polymer,(between(the(individual(chains.((Once(inside,(CO2(forms(Lewis(acidJbase(interactions(with(carbonyl(groups((present(in(PCL).((This(disrupts(the(inter/intra(molecular(interactions,(decreasing(the(number(of(chain(entanglements,(thereby(increasing(the(free(volume(and(the(mobility(of(the(polymer(chains([21].(This(influence(of(carbon(dioxide(on(the(mobility(of( the( polymer( chains( results( in( the( reduction( of( the( complex( shear( modulus( and(subsequent(horizontal(shift(in(the(results.(Elevating(the(pressure(subsequently(increases(the(amount(of(CO2(present(and( therefore( the(dissolved(concentration(within(PCL( [22].(Therefore,( it( was( expected( that( a( further( reduction( in( complex( shear(modulus(would(arise( from( additional( free( volume( as( a( consequence( of( increased( CO2( concentration.(However,(this(expectation(is(not(apparent;(there(is(little(successive(shift(upon(raising(the(pressure(to(80(and(100(bar.(This(is(evidence(that(the(pressure(effects(upon(the(polymer(chains( (compressing( and( reducing( free( volume)( is( competing(with( the( influences( that(carbon(dioxide(poses(upon(the(chains.( It( is(apparent( that( the(effects(of(carbon(dioxide(are(only(mildly(dominating,( therefore(resulting( in(a(subtle(horizontal(shift( for(both(80(and(100(bar.(This(result(is(also(present(in(the(comparison(of(pressure(at(100(and(120(˚C(seen( in( Figure( 4.11( and( Figure( 4.12( respectively.( It( can( also( be( noted( that( the( same(trends(observed(regarding(horizontal(shifts(with(increasing(temperature(are(consistent(within( each( pressure( set.( Figure( 4.11( shows( that( 80(bar( exhibits( a( greater( shift( than(
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((Figure( 4.13.( The( influence( of( CO2( pressure( and( temperature( on( the( reptation( time( of( PCL.(Standard(deviation(is(denoted(by(error(bars.((
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The( activation( energies( to( flow( are( presented( in( Table( 4.2.( It( is( evident( that( the(activation( energy( is( reduced( in( the( presence( of( carbon( dioxide,(with( a( decrease( from(31.56( (atmospheric)( to( 20.74(kJ(molJ1((80( bar).( This( reduction( results( from( increased(chain(mobility(and(free(volume(corresponding(with(lower(energy(required(for(molecular(motion(and(hence(for(the(polymer(melt(to(flow.(












4.3.2$ Investigations$ of$ interactions$ of$ poly(lactic$ acid)$ and$ poly(ε=caprolactone)$
with$carbon$dioxide$using$Fourier$Transform$Infrared$(FTIR)$Spectroscopy$The(interaction(between(carbon(dioxide(and(polymers(has(often(been(investigated(using(FTIR.(Different(molecular(structures(of(polymers(can(transpire(to(different(interactions(with( CO2( [23].( Polymers( containing( carbonyl( groups( may( exhibit( Lewis( acidJbase(interactions(between(the(“electron(poor”(carbon(atom(of(CO2((electron(acceptor)(and(the(“electron(rich”(oxygen(atom(of(the(carbonyl(group((electron(donor)([24].(In(the(presence(of(dissolved(CO2,(for(a(variety(of(pressures((sub(and(supercritical),(shifts(of(the(carbonyl(stretching(band(are(commonly(observed.(Polymers(include(PMMA((up(to(89.7(bar)([24],(PLGA((up(to(40(bar)([25],(PLA((up(to(80(bar)([26](and(PCL((up(to(75(bar)([26].((Figure(4.15(and(Figure(4.16(illustrate(the(FTIR(spectra(and(analysis(of(the(carbonyl(band(of(PLA(2002D(at(150(˚C.(As(the(pressure(is(increased(from(atmospheric(to(120(bar(of(CO2(it(is(evident(that(there(is(a(reduction(in(maximum(peak(absorbance(of(the(carbonyl(band(with( a( corresponding( shift( to( higher(wavenumbers.( The( intensity( is( reduced( from( an(absorbance(around(0.59(at(atmospheric(pressure( to(0.48(at(120(bar.(As( the(content(of(carbon(dioxide( is( increased( into( the( supercritical( fluid( cell( it( ‘dilutes’( the( spectrum(of(PLA,( resulting( in( a( reduction( in( absorbance.( The( C=O( band( also( exhibits( a( total(horizontal( shift( over(2(cmJ1(to( higher(wavenumbers.(Note( that( only( the( carbonyl( band(exhibited( wavenumber( shifts,( no( other( spectral( shifts( were( observed( in( these(experiments.(This( corresponds(with(numerous( reports( in( the( literature(which(present(similar( shifts( for( other( polymers( containing( a( carbonyl( group;( PMMA,( PLGA,( PLA( and(PCL( [24J27].( The( associating( shifts( are( attributed( to( Lewis( acidJbase( interactions(between( CO2( and( the( polymer,( consequently( the( frequency( of( the( vibration( of( the(carbonyl(group(is(reduced(and(the(wavenumber(is(shifter(to(a(higher(value([26].((
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blends$Utilising(a(pressure(transducer(for(the(extrusion(experiments(in(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide( allowed( the( pressure( in( the( barrel( to( be(monitored.( Unfortunately,( across( all(experimental(variables(the(pressure(did(not(reach(supercritical(conditions.(Therefore,(all(presented( results( and( analysis( on( blends( produced( in( the( presence( of( carbon( dioxide(have(been(produced(at(subcritical(pressures.(




(Figure(4.19.( PLA2002D/PCL( carbon(dioxide( assisted(blends( at( 30(rpm(and(10%(CO2(at( 150(˚C.(Image(a)(75/25(b)(50/50(and(c)(25/75(PLA/PCL.(
(
(Figure(4.20.(PLA4060D/PCL(carbon(dioxide(assisted(blends(at(20(rpm(and(10%(CO2(at(150(˚C.(Image(a)(75/25(b)(50/50(and(c)(25/75(PLA/PCL.(







Figure( 4.21.( A( comparison( of( 75/25( PLA2002D/PCL( blends( produced( by( a)( solvent( casting,(b)(melt( blending( at( 160(˚C( and( 30(rpm( and( c)( CO2( assisted( blending( at( 150(˚C,( 30(rpm( and(10%(CO2.(
((
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4.3.3.2$Mechanical$testing$Figure( 4.23( to( Figure( 4.25( display( the( mechanical( properties( for( the( PLA2002D/PCL(blends(prepared(by(solvent(casting,(melt(blending((160(˚C(and(30(rpm)(and(CO2(assisted(blending((150(˚C,(30(rpm(and(10%(CO2).(It(is(evident(there(is(a(significant(improvement(in(properties(from(solvent(casting(to(melt(blending.(Blending(in(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide( exhibits( similar( mechanical( properties( to( those( produced( by( melt( blending.(However( there( are( a(number(of( instances(where( this( preparation(method(of( blending(exhibits( superior( properties( (such( as( for( the( yield( stress( of( 25/75,( 50/50( and( 75/25(blends( and( the( Young’s( modulus( for( 50/50( and( 75/25( PLA/PCL( blends).( This(corresponds( with( the( improved(morphology( observed( by( SEM,( despite( the( increased(porosity(in(the(samples(produced(with(carbon(dioxide.(
















































4.3.3.4$Rheology$The(comparison(of(viscosity(for(the(hotpressed(homopolymers(with(and(without(carbon(dioxide( (80(bar)(can(be(seen( in(Figure(4.33.( It( is(evident( that(at(atmospheric(pressure(and( 140(˚C,( the( highest( viscosity( is( possessed( by( PLA( 2002D.( Limitations( of( the( high(pressure(rheometer(meant(that(140(˚C(was(the(maximum(experimental(temperature(and(therefore( the( atmospheric( experiments(were( undertaken( at( the( same( temperature( to(preserve( some(consistency.(At( this( temperature(partially( crystalline(PLA(2002D( is(not(yet(in(the(melt(and(therefore(it(is(understandable(why(a(substantially(higher(viscosity(is(inherent( in( this( polymer.( Therefore,( the( predicted( viscosity( ratio( (Table( 4.5)( for( the(25/75( PLA2002D/PCL( blend( is( significantly( higher( than( the( 75/25( blend( ratio.(Amorphous( PLA( 4060D( (Tg( at( 52(˚C)( possesses( a( viscosity( only( slightly( higher( than(partially(crystalline(PCL((melt(at(58(˚C)(at(atmospheric(pressure.(The(viscosity(ratios(for(this(blend(system(therefore(present(values(significantly(closer(to(unity(than(the(2002D(system.((In( contrast( to( the( viscosity( of( PLA( 2002D( measured( at( atmospheric( pressure( in( the(presence(of(80(bar(of(carbon(dioxide,(this(polymer(now(possesses(the(lowest(viscosity.((This( is( attributed( to( the( effect( of( carbon( dioxide( interacting( with( PLA( 2002D( and(subsequently( depressing( the( melting( point.( A( less( significant( reduction( in( viscosity,(through(the(addition(of(CO2,( is(observed( for(PLA(4060D.(At(140(˚C((significantly(above(the( glass( transition( temperature( of( 52(˚C)( the( temperature( is( already( predominantly(influencing(the(viscosity(of(this(polymer(and(therefore(carbon(dioxide(does(not( largely(contribute(to(the(resulting(viscosity.(The(same(is(true(of(PCL,(moreover(the(viscosity(of(PCL(in(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide(slightly(increases.(Although(it(must(be(noted(that(the(error(bars(on(most(of(the(results(overlap(due(to(the(similar(viscosities,(the(increase(
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A(reduction(in(PCL(crystallinity(corresponding(with(decreased(droplet(size(has(also(been(reported(in(PLLA/PCL(blends([44].(Additional(to(this(result((Figure(4.35),(the(exposure(of(a(glass(transition(can(now(be(observed(in(the(75/25(PLA2002D/PCL(blend(produced(in( the(presence(of( carbon(dioxide.( The(PLA(glass( transition(midpoint( for( this( blend( is(measured( at( 52(˚C( compared( to( 56(˚C( exhibited( by( the( homopolymer.( ( This( reduction(does( not( obey( the( Fox( equation( (calculated( in( chapter( 3( as( 15(˚C)( however,( the( slight(reduction(indicates(the(presence(of(partial(miscibility.(Figure( 4.36( exhibits( the( PLA4060D/PCL( blends( produced( in( the( presence( of( carbon(dioxide( (10%(CO2( and(20(rpm).( Similar( to( the(PLA(2002D(blend( system,( these( blends(also(exhibit(a(reduction(in(PCL(crystallinity(for(decreasing(PCL(content((35,(24(and(14%(for(25/75,(50/50(and(75/25(PLA/PCL(blends,(respectively).(The(glass(transition(for(PLA(cannot(be(determined(due(to(the(overlapping(transition(corresponding(to(the(melting(of(PCL.(The(comparison(of( the(75/25(PLA4060D/PCL(blends(produced(with(and(without(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide(can(be(seen(in(Figure(4.37.(100%(extruded(PCL(exhibits(a(peak( melting( point( at( 63(˚C,( this( value( is( also( exhibited( by( the( 75/25( PLA/PCL( melt(blend.(However,( a( reduction(of(4(˚C( in( the(peak(melting(point(of(PCL( (59(˚C)( is( clearly(apparent( in( the( 75/25( PLA/PCL( blend( produced( in( the( presence( of( carbon( dioxide,(indicating(partial(miscibility(is(present.(The(calculated(relative(crystallinity(for(the(PCL(components( in( these( blends( is( 42( and( 14%( for( the( melt( and( CO2( assisted( blend,(respectively.((This(demonstrates(that(fractionated(crystallisation(is(occurring(in(the(PCL(component(of( the(CO2(assisted(blend,(resulting( in( the(reduction(of(crystallinity.(This( is(supported(by(the(presence(of(a(finer(dispersion(of(PCL((as(shown(by(SEM)(in(this(blend,(resulting(in(a(reduction(in(the(number(of(nuclei(within(each(droplet.((
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4.3.3.6$Size$Exclusion$Chromatography$(SEC)$Size( exclusion( chromatography( (SEC)( analysis( was( carried( out( on( the( PLA( and( PCL(homopolymers( before( and( after( processing( in( order( to( establish( any( occurrence( of(thermal(degradation.(Table(4.6( shows( the( comparisons(of(molecular(weight(measured(by( SEC( on( the( ‘as( received’( pellets( and( extruded( homopolymers( produced( with( and(without(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide.((
Polymer( Mw(/(g(mol61( Mn(/(g(mol61( Mw/Mn(
PLA(2002D( 193,948( 102,602( 1.89(
PLA(4060D( 181,356( 95,545( 1.90(
PCL(6800( 212,116( 60,859( 3.49(
PLA(2002D(extruded(( 183,129( 75,469( 2.43(
PLA(4060D(extruded( 160,730( 58,907( 2.73(
PCL(6800(extruded( 220,886( 135,079( 1.64(
PLA(2002D(extruded(with(CO2( 191,819( 100,878( 1.90(
PLA(4060D(extruded(with(CO2( 179,009( 94,106( 1.90(
PCL(6800(extruded(with(CO2( 218,731( 133,454( 1.64((
Table(4.6.(SEC(analysis(of(PLA(and(PCL(homopolymers(‘as(received’(and(post(extrusion((with(and(without(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide).(((
Previous(research(has(reported(a(moderate(decrease(in(molecular(weight((Mw)(for(PLA((117,300( to( 82,400(g(molJ1)( after( extrusion,( however( PCL( exhibited( very( little( change((126,100(to(127,900(g(molJ1)([45].(This(corresponds(to(the(results(presented(in(Table(4.6(where( the(weightJaverage(molecular(weight( of( both( PLA( 2002D( and( 4060D( decrease(
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from( 193,948( to( 183,129(g(molJ1( and( 181,356( to( 160,730(g(molJ1,( respectively.( A(broadening( of( the(molecular(weight( distribution( (polydispersity)( is( also( observed( for(both( grades( of( PLA.( At( the( processing( temperatures( for( PLA,( unzipping( and( chain(scission(reactions( leading(to(the( loss(of(molecular(weight(and(thermal(degradation(are(known( to( transpire( [46].( The( SEC( analysis( for( PCL( indicates( an( increase( in(molecular(weight( from(212,116(to(220,886(g(molJ1,(although(this(exhibits(a(greater( increase( than(that(found(in(previous(research([45].(It(has(been(reported(that(an(increase(in(molecular(weight( in(an(alternative(polyester;(poly(JDJβ–hydroxybutyric(acid)((PHB)( is(associated(with(esterification([47]. The(rise(in(molecular(weight(occurs(early(in(the(reaction(and(is(attributed(to(a(reaction(between(the(carboxyl(and(hydroxyl(terminal(groups.(This(results(in(an(increase(in(the(concentration(of(carboxyl(groups(formed(during(the(chain(scission(process(and(only(proceeds(until(all(the(carboxyl(groups(are(consumed.(This(mechanism(may( explain( why( a( slight( increase( in( molecular( weight( and( decrease( in( the(polydispersity(is(observed(after(thermally(processing(PCL.(Consequently,( it(may(add(to(the(higher(viscosity(seen(in(the(rheology(measurements([48](and(contribute(to(the(lower(crystallinity(for(the(PCL(homopolymer(and(component(in(the(blend([49].((Extruding(with( carbon( dioxide( and( the( associated( reductions( in( viscosity( allowed( the(processing(temperature(to(be(decreased(from(160(˚C(to(150(˚C.(This(lower(temperature(meant(there(was(a(significant(prevention(in(decreasing(the(molecular(weight,(compared(to( processing( without( carbon( dioxide.( Both( PLA( grades( exhibited( a( much( smaller(decrease( in( molecular( weight( processing( in( the( presence( of( CO2;( approximately(2,000(g(molJ1(compared(to(around(10,000(g(molJ1(((PLA(2002D)(and(20,000(g(molJ1((PLA(4060D)(for(processing(without(CO2.(In(addition,(the(molecular(weight(distributions(are(restored(to(their(original(values.(
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4.4(Conclusions(Rheological( studies( with( carbon( dioxide( indicated( both( reptation( time( and( activation(energy(were(reduced(in(PCL(upon(addition(of(60(bar(CO2;(a(result(equivalent(to(raising(the(temperature(by(20(˚C(in(this(polymer.(This(demonstrated(carbon(dioxide(was(able(to(interact( with( PCL,( increasing( the( free( volume( and( energy( required( that( drives( the(conformational( change( for( chain( reptation.( This( work( was( supported( through( FTIR(analysis(with( a( supercritical( fluid( attachment( and( showed( that( carbon( dioxide( is( also(interacting( with( both( grades( of( PLA,( demonstrated( by( a( horizontal( shift( to( higher(wavenumbers.((Blending( in( the( presence( of( carbon( dioxide( exhibited( an( improvement( in( blend(morphology( observed( by( SEM,( indicating( a( significant( reduction( in( droplet( size( and(dispersion( (for( example( from(up( to( 10(µm( in( solvent( cast( blends( to( 0.2(µm( in( carbon(dioxide(assisted(blends(in(the(75/25(PLA2002D/PCL(composition).(Despite(the(porosity(observed( in( the( blends( produced( with( CO2,( the( mechanical( properties( of( numerous(blend( compositions( produced( in( the( presence( of( carbon( dioxide( showed( an(improvement.(Applying(the(model(rule(of(mixtures((assuming(perfect(adhesion)(for(the(Young’s( modulus( of( both( melt( and( CO2( assisted( blends,( it( was( observed( that( blends(produced(in(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide(exhibited(greater(conformity(with(the(model(predictions.(((((The( viscosity( ratio( calculated( at( atmospheric( pressure( and( in( the( presence( of( carbon(dioxide(showed(that(carbon(dioxide(lowers(the(viscosity(ratio(for(both(25/75(and(75/25(PLA/PCL(compositions.(Analysis(using(DSC(showed(a(significant(reduction(in(the(relative(crystallinity(of(the(PCL(component(for(the(75/25(PLA/PCL(blends(produced(in(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide,(
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suggesting(that(fractionated(crystallisation(is(occurring(in(the(PCL(component(due(to(a(reduction( in( nucleation( density( attributed( to( a( decrease( in( PCL( droplet( size.( The(presence( of( a( depressed( PLA( Tg( and( PCL(melting( point( for( the( 75/25( PLA2002D( and(75/25(PLA4060D/PCL(CO2(assisted(blends(indicated(the(presence(of(partial(miscibility.(FTIR( demonstrated( that( only( one( carbonyl( peak(was( present( for( the( 75/25( PLA/PCL(blends( (in(contrast( to( the( two( inherent(corresponding(compositional(peaks(commonly(observed).( The( significant( reduction( in( crystallinity( for( the( PCL( component( in( these(blends( indicated( FTIR( was( exhibiting( the( absence( of( the( crystalline( band( and( any(presence(of(the(amorphous(band(would(be(obscured(by(the(PLA(peak.(SEC(analysis(on(the(‘as(received’(and(extruded(homopolymers(with(and(without(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide(indicated(a(reduction(in(molecular(weight(caused(by(extruding,(however(less(of(a(reduction(is(observed(after(processing(with(carbon(dioxide.(This(can(be(attributed(to(the(ability(to(process(at(lower(temperatures(in(the(presence(of(CO2.((
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(Figure(5.3.(CrossKsection( schematic(of( the(UFS1(Flash(DSC(chip( sensor(and(ceramic(base(plate([1].(



















5.2.1.1!Poly(ε,caprolactone)!Poly(εKcaprolactone)( (PCL)( grade( 6800( was( supplied( in( pellet( form( by( Perstorp(Caprolactones((Warrington,(UK).(Details(on(this(polymer(is(presented(in(chapter(2.(
5.2.1.2!Poly(lactic!acid)!Poly(lactic( acid)( grades( 3051D,( 2002D( and( 4060D( were( supplied( in( pellet( form( by(Natureworks( LLC( (Nebraska,( USA).( Detailed( information( on( PLA( 2002D( and( 4060D(grades(are(presented( in(chapter(2.(PLA(3051D(is(partially(crystalline(with(a(molecular(weight(of(151,000(g(molK1.(It(exhibits(a(glass(transition(around(60(˚C(and(a(peak(melting(temperature(at(156(˚C.(A(comparison(of( the(different(PLA(grades(can(be(seen( in(Table(5.1.( ( PLA(3051D( PLA(2002D( PLA(4060D(
Tg((°C( 60( 55( 52(
Tm(°C( 156( 154( K(
Tc((°C((onset)( K( K( K(
%(crystallinity( 39( 37( K(
Mw( 151,000( 194,000( 181,000(
(DKlactide(content((wt(%)( 3.3( 4*( 11K13**(
(((*[7]( ( ((( **[8](Table(5.1.(A(comparison(of(the(properties(of(PLA(grades(3051D,(2002D(and(4060D.(
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5.2.1.3!Polyetherimide!Polyetherimide( (PEI),( commercial( grade( Ultem( 1000( was( supplied( by( Gilbert( Curry(Industrial( plastics( co.( Ltd( (Coventry,( UK)( in( sheet( form.(Ultem(1000( is( an( amorphous(polymer(with(a(molecular(weight(around(39,000(g(molK1([9](and(a(Tg(of(220(˚C.(
(Figure(5.6.(The(chemical(structure(of(polyetherimide.(




5.2.1.5!Indium!Indium( was( supplied( by( Mettler( Toledo( (Leicestershire,( UK)( and( is( 99.999%( pure.(Indium(has(a(specific(melting(onset(of(156.6(˚C.(
$
5.2.2$Methods$





Figure(5.9.(The(heating(and(cooling(cycle((45(to(450(˚C)(of(chip(sensor(conditioning.(This(trace(represents( a( faulty( chip( sensor( response,( indicating( that( the( chip( should( be( discarded( from(further(use.(((( (
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5.2.2.4!Determination!of!the!activation!energy!of!Tg!In( contrast( to( PCL,( the( partially( crystalline( grades( of( PLA( (3051D( and( 2002D)( have(extremely( slow( crystallisation( kinetics( [14,( 15]( and( will( not( crystallise( within( the(timescales( of( conventional( DSC( (e.g.( 10(˚C(minK1).( ( Therefore,( once( the( ‘as( received’(samples(have(passed(through(the(melt,(these(polymers(will(remain(amorphous.((Sample( preparation( of( amorphous( polymers( onto( chip( sensors( were( typically( more(challenging( than( partially( crystalline( samples.( Dependent( upon( their( melt( viscosity,(amorphous(polymers(do(not(necessarily(‘flow’,(therefore(the(samples(need(to(be(taken(to(an(elevated(temperature,(significantly(above(their(glass(transition(temperatures((around(50K100(˚C( higher)( in( order( to( allow( the( samples( to( make( sufficient( contact( with( the(sensors.(Therefore(the(process(of(spreading(the(sample(with(a(human(hair(needed(to(be(conducted(quickly(to(prevent(the(occurrence(of(thermal(degradation.((All(grades(of(PLA(were(subjected(to(the(same(heating(and(cooling(rates(using(the(Flash(DSC.(The(samples(were(heated(and(cooled(between(K50(to(100(˚C(with(a(0.1(s(isothermal(applied(after( each(heat( and( cool.(Cooling( rates(were(between(50(and(600(˚C(sK1(with(a(constant(reheat(of(100(˚C(sK1.(The(amorphous(grade(of(PLA(4060D(was(also(investigated(using(conventional(DSC(in(order(to(subject(the(polymer(to(comparatively(slower(cooling(rates.(The(sample(was(heated(and(cooled(between(25(and(100(˚C,( cooled(at(0.1,(1(and(10(˚C(minK1(and(reheated(at(10(˚C(minK1.(An(isothermal(of(2(minutes(was(applied(between(each(heat(and(cool.(A( comparison(of( the(different( grades(of( PLA(was( conducted( through( the( investigation(into(the(activation(energy(of(the(glass(formation.(Arrhenius(plots(of(the(reciprocal(Tg(of(each( grade( of( PLA( against( the( logarithm(of( the( cooling( rate(was( used( to( calculate( the(activation(energy.(
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(An(alternative(amorphous(polymer,(polyetherimide((PEI(K(Ultem(1000)(was(also(studied(over( an( extensive( range(of( cooling( rates,( from(extremely( slow( rates( in( a( conventional(DSC(at(0.008(˚C(sK1((0.5(˚C(minK1)(to(considerably(faster(rates(in(the(Flash(DSC(at(400˚C(sK1.(The(heating(rate(was(fixed(at(10(˚C(minK1(and(100(˚C(sK1(for(conventional(and(Flash(DSC(respectively.( Isothermals( of( 2( minutes( (DSC)( and( 0.1(s( (Flash( DSC)( were( applied(between( each( heat( and( cool.( These( rates( were( chosen( in( accordance( to( the( typical(capabilities(of(each(instrument.(The(sample(was(heated(and(cooled(from(150(to(270(˚C(and(25(to(300(˚C(for(DSC(and(Flash(DSC(respectively.(To(examine(the(effect(of(the(cooling(rate(upon(the(glass(formation,(the(Tg(on(the(succeeding(heat(is(measured.(An(Arrhenius(plot(of(the(logarithm(of(the(cooling(rate(against(the(reciprocal(Tg(of(Ultem(1000(was(used(to(calculate(the(activation(energy.((
5.2.2.5!Characterisation!of!poly(ether,ether,ketone)!using!chip!calorimetry!Another( polymer( possessing( fast( crystallisation( kinetics( [16]( is( poly(etherKetherKketone).(This(polymer(was(supplied(as(a(powder(and(therefore(no(sample(preparation((microtoming( and( cutting)( was( required.( Using( the( synthetic( hair,( a( small( amount( of(powder(was( collected( and( deposited( into( the( centre( of( the( chip( sensor.( ( To(melt( the(powder(onto(the(chip,(it(was(heated(at(1(˚C(sK1(from(25(to(400(˚C(to(make(an(initial(melt(contact( with( the( sensor.( Subsequent( measurements( were( conducted( between( 25( to(400(˚C(with(isothermals(of(0.1(s(after(each(heat(and(cool.(Cooling(rate(was(varied(and(the(heating(rate(was(kept(constant(at(100(˚C(sK1.(
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! = !∆!!"#$∆ℎ ( Equation(5.3((For( an( amorphous( sample,( the( step( height( of( the( specific( heat( capacity,( ΔCp,( was(established(by(measuring(the(glass(transition(of(the(polymer.(This(value(can(be(used(to(determine( the( sample(mass.( Similarly( to( the(process( for(a(partially( crystalline( sample,(the( amorphous( sample( is( also( characterised( by( conventional( DSC,( so( that( the( ΔCp( is(established.( Then,( for( the( Flash( DSC(measurement,( a( sample(mass( of( 1(ng( is( entered.(Therefore,(evaluation(of(the(glass(transition(exhibited(by(Flash(DSC(yields(an(apparent(specific(heat(capacity(change(of(ΔCpa.(The(true(sample(mass(can(then(be(obtained(from(Equation(5.4:(
! = !∆!!"∆!! !1!ng( Equation(5.4((Alternatively,(if(the(glass(transition(cannot(be(measured(using(conventional(DSC,(the(ΔCp(values(can(be(obtained(from(the(ATHAS(data(bank([18].(It( is(important(to(keep(sample(mass( less( than( 500(ng( [19]( for(measurements(with( the( Flash(DSC.( Applying( a( sample(mass(that(is(too(great(or(a(scanning(rate(that(is(too(high,(thermal(lag(increases(beyond(acceptable(values([4].(Alternatively,(when(concerned(with(the(sensitivity(of(the(machine,(in(order( to(achieve(a(heat( flow(rate( signal( sample(masses(and(scanning(rates(must(be(sufficiently(high(enough.((
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5.2.2.7!Chip!calibration!Within(a(batch(of(chips(produced,(a(small(number(of(randomly(selected(chip(sensors(are(preKcalibrated(using( an( electrical(method(during(manufacturing( [6].( ( This(provides( an(indicative( temperature( calibration( for( all( chip( sensors( in( this( batch.(On( another( small(number(of( chip( sensors,( the(measurements(of( the(onset( temperatures(of( adamantane,(indium,( tin( and( zinc( are( then( used( to( determine( the( accuracy( of( the( electrical( preKcalibration.(This(combination(of(calibration(procedures(covers(the(temperature(range(of(K65(to(450(˚C(with(a(typical(maximum(error(of(±5(˚C([6].(The( factory( calibration( can( be( checked( in( the( laboratory( following( experimental(measurements( with( each( chip( sensor( using( the( melting( onset( of( standard( reference(materials.(For(this(work,(indium(was(used(to(check(the(temperature(calibration.(A(small(sample(of(indium(is(placed(on(the(reference(side(of(the(chip(and(run(at(a(relatively(slow(heating( rate( (0.5(˚C(sK1).( The( onset( of( melting( can( be( measured( and( corresponding(adjustments(can(be(applied(to(results(obtained(from(this(chip(sensor(only.((((
5.2.2.8!Machine!characterisation!–!performance!check!Inert( purge( gas( is( used( in( the( operation( of( the( Flash( DSC( in( order( to( avoid( any(condensation( of( water( from( the( environment( and( prevent( possible( oxidative(degradations.( Additionally,( it( enhances( the( heat( transfer( between( sensor( and(surroundings.( Argon,( nitrogen( and( helium( are( purge( gases( commonly( employed( in(thermal(analysis(techniques(and(the(gas(selected(has(quite(an(important(influence(on(the(performance(of(fast(scanning(calorimeters([4].((Vanden( Poel( et!al.( characterise( their( Flash( DSC( using( nitrogen( and( helium( [17].( They(show( that( nitrogen( is( superior( for( heating,( demonstrating( that( the( scan( rates( are(achieved(across(a(greater(range(of(temperatures.(However,(the(temperature(‘operating(
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window’( (where( scan( rates( are( achieved)( strongly( depends( upon( the( cooling( rate.( In(contrast,(helium(improves(the(cooling(capability,(enabling(scan(rates( to(be(achieved(at(lower(temperatures.( (Helium(possesses(higher(heat(conductivity(compared(to(nitrogen(and( may( be( used( when( an( increased( heat( transfer( is( required.( These( authors( also(investigate( a( variety( of( flow( rates( (1,( 10( and(20(mL(minK1)( for( both( gases.( They( found(that(flow(rate(does(not(influence(the(performance(of(the(Flash(DSC(when(using(nitrogen,(but(increasing(the(flow(rate(when(using(helium,(shifts(the(‘windowKtoKoperate’(to(lower(temperatures.( Therefore,( the(maximum( temperature( of( the(machine( can( only( be(met(with( helium( at( a( flow( rate( of( 1(mL(minK1.( They( conclude( by( recommending( using(nitrogen((with(a(flow(rate(of(20(mL(minK1)(as(the(purge(gas(for(the(Flash(DSC(due(to(the(drawbacks(of(a(reduced(operating(temperature(window(seen(with(helium.(For(the(measurements(presented(in(this(thesis,(argon(was(selected(as(the(purge(gas(and(therefore(the(machine(capabilities(using(argon(were(established.(The(flow(rate(of(argon(was( set( to( 20(mL(minK1( and( scanning( rates( between( 1,000( and( 20,000(˚C(sK1( were(employed(to(an(empty(chip(sensor(covering(the(temperature(limitations(of(the(machine((from(K90(to(450(˚C).((In( order( to( establish( the( performance( of( the( Flash( DSC,( the( following( steps( were(implemented:(A(variety(of(heating(and(cooling(rates(are(programmed(into(a(method(and(an(empty(chip(sensor( is(subjected(to(this(method.(The( four(steps(below(correspond(to(the(steps(presented(in(Figure(5.10(and(Figure(5.11.(
• Upon(evaluation(of(the(results,(the(heating(and(cooling(traces(are(plotted(in(mW(versus( time( (in( seconds)( to( establish( how( the( heat( flow( changes( per( unit( time((Step(1(in(Figure(5.10).((
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• Each(individual(curve(is(then(converted(to(sample(temperature(to(provide(a(plot(of( sample( temperature( variation( (˚C)( versus( time( (seconds).( (Step( 2( in( Figure(5.10).(
• Using( these( results,( the( 1st( derivative( is( derived( for( each( curve( providing( an(overall(plot(of(the(change(in(scanning(rate(as(a(function(of(time.((Step(3(in(Figure(5.11).(















5.3.1$Effect$of$heating$rate$and$thermal$lag$on$the$melting$onset$of$indium$Figure(5.13( shows( the( influence(of( thermal( lag(upon( the(melting(onset(of( indium.(The(heating(rates(investigated(were(between(0.05(and(10,000(˚C(sK1(on(a(sample(with(a(mass(calculated(as(118(ng.( Similar( to( conventional(DSC,( the( conduction(of(heat(between( the(sensor( and( the( sample( (thermal( lag)( influences( the(melting( onset( temperature( of( the(sample.(The(thermal(lag(originates(from(two(influences:((the(combination(of(the(sample(size( and( mass( (as( mentioned( previously),( and( the( scanning( rate.( Thermal( lag( arises(during(heating(when(the(sample(is(at(a(lower(temperature(than(the(temperature(sensor(of( the( instrument( and( conversely( at( a( higher( temperature( when( cooling( [1].( It( is(therefore(important(to(keep(sample(height(to(a(minimum(in(order(to(reduce(thermal(lag,(in( particular( for( polymeric( samples,( which( are( more( susceptible( as( they( are( thermal(insulators([20].(It(is(for(this(reason(all(polymer(samples(were(smeared(in(the(melt(across(the(active(sample(zone(with(a(single(hair.(The(melting(onset(of(indium(increases(linearly(with(heating(rate(and(Figure(5.13(shows(there(is(a(progressive(thermal(lag(in(the(instrument(at(rates(in(excess(of(100(˚C(sK1.(The(onset(temperature(and(the(use(of(different(heating(rates(to(account(for(thermal(lag,(Ton(can(be(derived(using(the(following(equation:(( !!" = !!!",! + !!!"#!( Equation(5.5((where(Ton,0(is(the(original(onset(temperature(uninfluenced(by((!!"#,(thermal(lag,(and(!(is(the(heating(rate.(This(equation(shows(that(the(apparent(temperature(increase(is(given(by(
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the( time( in( lag( (s)( multiplied( by( heating( rate( (˚C(sK1)( to( give( an( onset( temperature(lag((˚C).( The(!!"#(derived( from( the( results( in( Figure( 5.13( is( 0.86(ms.( This( thermal( lag(should( be( accounted( for( when( conducting( experiments( using( heating( rates( above(1000(˚C(sK1.(In(the(work(by(Vanden(Poel(et!al.([17]( (a(correction(factor(was(successfully(calculated( and( applied( to( measured( onset( temperatures( of( indium( as( a( function( of(heating( rate( and( sample(mass.( They( found( that( no( correction( factor(was( required( for(heating( rates(between(0K10(˚C(sK1( and( sample(masses(of(0.1( to(4(µg.(Vanden(Poel(et!al.((also(noted(that(the(maximum(correction(factor(of(K2.6(˚C(for(a(heating(rate(of(1000(˚C(sK1(for( a( 4(µg( sample(mass( is( low( in( comparison( to( other( fast( scanning( calorimeters( (the(Perkin(Elmer(Diamond(HyperDSC(and(TA(Instrument’s(RHC(DSC)(.(









Figure(5.15.(The(reheat(of(PCL(at(100(˚C(sK1(after(cooling(at(various(rates.(Where(crystallisation(has( been( prevented( upon( cooling( at( increasing( scanning( rates,( the( reheat( allows( cold(crystallisation( to( occur.( Increased( cold( crystallisation( is( observed( corresponding( to( faster(cooling(rates.((
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The(subsequent(melting(peak(remains(consistent(in(size(indicating(that(a(heating(rate(of(100(˚C(sK1(is(sufficient(to(account(for(the(original(crystallinity(in(the(sample(to(be(restored(via( cold( crystallisation.( These( results( are( consistent( with( the( literature( [13,( 21]( on(alternative( fast( scanning( calorimeter( instruments( investigating( the( crystallisation( and(nucleation(kinetics(on(PCL.((After( establishing( the( cooling( rate( required( to( supress( crystallisation( (420(˚C(sK1)( the(heating( rates( required( to( prevent( cold( crystallisation( can( be( explored.( ( Selecting( a(cooling(rate(of(1000(˚C(sK1,(well(above(420(˚C(sK1(ensures(confidence(that(the(sample(will(be( completely( amorphous( and( that( homogeneous(nucleation( in(PCL( is( prevented.( The(heating( rates( were( then( varied( between( 100( and( 3500(˚C(sK1( (Figure( 5.16( and( Figure(5.17)( until( cold( crystallisation( could( no( longer( be( detected.( Figure( 5.17( displays( the(heating(curves(separated(indicating(that(cold(crystallisation(is(reducing(with(increasing(heating(rate.(The(onset(of(cold(crystallisation(is(also(shifted(to(higher(temperatures.(The(lowest( temperature(and( largest(amount(of(cold(crystallisation( is(exhibited(at(100(˚C(sK1(due( to( a( longer( time( for( nucleation( near( the( glass( transition.( As( the( heating( rates(increase,( the( time( for( nucleation( reduces( and( cold( crystallisation( is( completely(prevented.( The( reduction( and( prevention( of( cold( crystallisation( corresponds( with( a(reduction(in(the(subsequent(melting(peak.(
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$Figure( 5.16.( ( The( normalised( heating( curves( of( PCL.( The( heating( rate( varied( from( 100( to(3500(˚C(sK1(with(cooling(at(1000(˚C(sK1.(
(
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Figure(5.18.(The(glass(transition(of(Ultem(1000(measured(by(conventional(DSC.(The(cooling(rate(was( varied( between( 0.5( and( 30(˚C(minK1( (0.008,( 0.016,( 0.083,( 0.16( and( 0.5(˚C(sK1)( and(subsequently( reheated( at( 10(˚C(minK1.( The( glass( transitions( presented( above( are( the( glasses(formed(on(the(reheat((labelled(corresponding(to(the(previous(cool).(





These( results( are( consistent( with( a( previous( study( on( Ultem( 1000( [23],( which( also(shows( shifted(Tg( to( lower( values(with( slower( rates( of( cooling.( This( study( reported( an(activation(energy(of(1150(±(200(kJ(molK1.((The( activation( energy( of( the( glass( transition( for( results( in( this( thesis( was( calculated(using(the(Arrhenius(equation((Equation(5.6):(
ln! = ln! − ! !!!"( Equation(5.6((where(K( is( the(cooling(rate( (in(K(sK1),( (Ea( is( the(activation(energy((in(kJ(molK1),(R( is( the(universal( gas( constant( ( (8.314(J(molK1(KK1)( and(T( is( the( temperature( (in(Kelvin).( Figure(5.21(shows(the(Arrhenius(plot(of(the(logarithm(of(the(cooling(rate(against(the(reciprocal(
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As( detailed( in( chapter( 1,( DKlactide( content( of( PLA( influences( its( crystallinity.( This( is( a(consequence(of(the(introduction(of(macromolecular(imperfections(into(the(stereoregular(architecture(of( PLA.(These( imperfections(may(hinder( close( chain(packing( to( an( extent((depending(on( the(amount(of(DKlactide(content)( that(either(reduces( the(crystallinity(of(PLA(or(prevents(it(completely([24].(Table(5.2(shows(the(different(grades(of(PLA(and(their(corresponding(DKlactide(contents.(It(can(be(seen(that(with(increasing(DKlactide(content(of(the( polymer,( the( activation( energy( is( correspondingly( reduced( (see( Figure( 5.25).( This(result( indicates( that( by( reducing( or( preventing( the( crystallinity( of( PLA,( the( glass(transition( has( greater( molecular( mobility( and( lower( activation( energy.( The( lower(molecular(weight(in(a(polymer(results(in(more(end(groups(and(consequently(greater(free(volume.(This( corresponds(with( greater(mobility( of( polymer( chains,( reducing( the( glass(transition(and(activation(energy.(However,(the(molecular(weight(value(for(PLA(3051D(is(confounding,(providing(scope(for(further(work(in(this(area(to(be(undertaken.((((
( PLA(4060D( PLA(2002D( PLA(3051D(
DKlactide(content(/(%( 12( 4.25( 3.3(
Mw(/(g(molK1( 181,356( 193,948( 151,114(
Tg(/(˚C( 50.21( 53.23( 58.23(
Activation(energy(/(kJ(molK1( 489( 742( 807((








5.3.4$Investigations$on$poly(etherHetherHketone)$$The( behaviour( of( PEEK(was( initially( examined( using( Flash( DSC( providing( a( basis( for(further(work( and( developments.( A( variety( of( cooling( rates(were( selected( from( 0.5( to(40(˚C(sK1(whilst(reheating(remained(constant(at(100(˚C(sK1.(A(sample(mass(of(1052(ng(was(calculated( for( PEEK.( A( larger( sample(mass( was( required( for( PEEK( in( order( to( detect(thermal(transitions,(particularly(for(slower(rates(or(isothermal(measurements([25].((The( reheat( is( shown( in( Figure( 5.26,( depicting( that( as( the( cooling( rate( is( decreased,( a(double(melting(peak( is( observed.(Both(peaks( are( seen( to( shift( to(higher( temperatures(with(decreasing(cooling(rate.(This(double(melting(behaviour(has(been(observed(by(many(previous( studies( [16,( 26K28]( where( it( is( thought( that( the( double( melting( peaks( are(attributed( to(melting(of( two(different( crystal(populations,(differing( from(each(other( in(respect(to(their(lamellar(thicknesses.(Double(melting(peaks(can(be(caused(by(the(growth(of(different(crystal(populations(during(isothermal(crystallisation(or(from(reorganisation(during( heating.( There( are( discrepancies( within( the( literature( as( to( the( origins( of( the(double( melting( peak( phenomenon( in( PEEK;( whether( it( is( attributed( to( meltKrecrystallisation(during(heating(in(DSC(or(differing(lamellar(thicknesses.(Cebe(and(Dong(have( investigated( the( crystallisation( behaviour( of( PEEK(using( conventional(DSC.( They(show(that(slower(cooling(treatments(of(the(melt(exhibit(a(low(temperature(shoulder(on(the(melting(endotherm([27].(The(location(of(the(shoulder(was(sensitive(to(cooling(rate.(It(is( thought( that( the( lower( melting( peak( /( shoulder( may( be( attributed( to( melting( of(crystalline(regions( formed(on( the(previous(cool( [29].(This(peak(reduces(as( the(cooling(rate(increases(as(a(result(of(reducing(the(time(for(nucleation.(The(higher(peak(therefore,(is( attributed( to( the( meltKrecrystallisation( process( occurring( during( the( heating( scan,(suggesting(that(100(˚C(sK1(is(slow(enough(to(allow(recrystallisation(to(occur(for(PEEK.((
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5.4(Conclusions(The( performance( of( the( Flash( DSC( was( determined( using( argon( as( a( purge( gas( at(20(mL(minK1.(This(allowed(the(operating(windows(for(various(heating(and(cooling(rates(to(be(established(for(the(instrument.(Flash(DSC(is(capable(of(mimicking(cooling(rates(of(polymer(processing(techniques(such(as(extrusion((100(˚C(minK1/6000(˚C(sK1),(the(core(of(injection(moulding((50(to(250(˚C(minK1/3000(to(15,000(˚C(sK1)(and(rotation(moulding((5(to(50(˚C(minK1/300(to(3000(˚C(sK1)([30].(The(influence(of(heating(rate(on(the(thermal(lag(of(indium(was(explored(using(a(range(of(heating( rates( (0.05( and( 10,000(˚C(sK1)( and( the( melting( onset( was( shown( to( linearly(increase(with(corresponding( increasing(heating(rate.(Thermal( lag(was(calculated( to(be(0.86(ms(for(a(sample(mass(of(118(ng.(PCL( was( used( as( a( model( polymer( to( study( the( suppression( of( crystallisation( with(increasing(cooling(rate.(It(was(shown(that(crystallisation(is(prevented(with(cooling(rates(of( 420(˚C(sK1( and( that( increasing( cooling( rates( gradually( reduces( the( crystallisation(exotherm(which(is(accompanied(by(a(depression(in(the(onset.(In(order(to(establish(the(heating( rates( required( to(prevent( cold( crystallisation( from(occurring,( a( cooling( rate(of(1000(˚C(sK1(was(selected(to(ensure(homogeneous(nucleation( in(PCL(was(prevented.(The(subsequent(heating(rates(were(varied(showing(that(at(3500(˚C(sK1(cold(crystallisation(can(no(longer(be(observed.(The(slowest(heating(rate((100(˚C(sK1)(shows(the(greatest(amount(of( cold( crystallisation( at( the( lowest( temperature.( This( onset( temperature( shifted( to(higher(temperatures(as(the(heating(rate(was(increased.(Ultem(1000(was(used( to(study( the(activation(energy(of( the(glass( transition(by(varying(the(cooling(rates(using(both(conventional(and(Flash(DSC.(
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Different(grades(of(PLA(with(varying(DKlactide(content(were(all(subjected(to( increasing(cooling( rates( in( order( to( compare( the( activation( energy( of( the( glass( transition.( It(was(found(that(with(increasing(DKlactide(content((and(a(reduction(of(crystallinity)(within(the(polymer,(the(glass(transition(exhibits(a(lower(activation(energy.(The(activation(energy(of(the( glass( transition( of( PLA( 4060D( (an( amorphous( grade)( was( explored( using( both(conventional( and( Flash( DSC.( As( expected,( the( Arrhenius( plot( displayed( two( distinct(behaviours(of( activation( energy.(The(Flash(DSC(produced( lower( activation( energies( in(comparison( to( conventional( DSC.( This( was( attributed( to( the( broadening( of( the( glass(transition(due(to(the(increased(cooling(rates(achieved(by(the(Flash(DSC.(An( initial( investigation( into( the( double( melting( behaviour( of( PEEK( was( undertaken.(PEEK(was(cooled(at(different(rates(whilst(the(reheat(remained(constant.(The(appearance(of(a(double(melting(peak(is(present(for(lower(cooling(rates.(These(experiments(showed(that( by( increasing( the( cooling( rate( the( lower( melting( peak( is( reduced( and( finally(inhibited(at(40(˚C(sK1.(It(was(suggested(that(the(lower(peak(was(attributed(to(melting(of(crystalline(regions(formed(on(the(previous(cool(and(the(higher(peak(was(associated(with(meltKrecrystallisation(occurring(during(the(heating(scan.(This(indicates(that(100(˚C(sK1(is(slow( enough( to( allow( reorganisation( of( the( polymer( chains.( Further( work( such( as(isothermal( crystallisation( studies( and( varying( and( increasing( heating( rate(measurements(to(analyse(the(effect(on(the(double(melting(behaviour(of(PEEK(should(be(considered.(((
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6.1(Conclusions(Blends(of(poly(lactic(acid)(grade(2002D(and(4060D(with(poly(ε>caprolactone)(at(various(compositions( (25/75,(50/50(and(75/25(PLA/PCL)(were(produced(by( solution( casting,(melt( blending( and( blending( in( the( presence( of( carbon( dioxide.( These( blends( were(characterised( and( compared( using( SEM,( mechanical( testing,( FTIR,( DSC,( rheology( and(SEC.(((Solution(cast(blends(were(prepared(from(dichloromethane.( In(some(blends,( large>scale(phase( separation(was( observed(prior( to( analysis.( SEM( confirmed( that( all( blends(were(immiscible( by( the( presence( of( droplets( dispersed( throughout( a(matrix.( Both( DSC( and(FTIR( spectroscopy( demonstrated( the( absence( of( adhesion( and( partial(miscibility.( The(presence( of( large( droplets( acted( as( stress( initiation( sites( and( severely( hindered( the(mechanical( properties( within( the( blends.( There( was( extreme( variation( in(mechanical(properties( seen( by( the( large( error( within( the( majority( of( the( compositions,( this( was(attributed(to(porosity((caused(by(solvent(evaporation)(and(large>scale(phase(separation(within(the(blends.(((The(melt(blends(were(extruded(at(160(˚C(with(screw(speeds(of(20,(30(and(40(rpm.(SEM(analysis( indicated( a( significantly( improved( microstructure( was( present( in( the( melt(blends( compared( to( solution( cast( blends.( Using( SEM( images( the( number( and( weight(average( droplet( diameters( were( calculated( for( the( solution( cast( and( melt( blends.(Improvements(in(dispersion(and(droplet(size(from(solution(casting(to(melt(blending(was(
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observed,( with( reductions( as( great( as( 9(µm( to( 1(µm.( This( corresponded( to( an(improvement( in( mechanical( properties( in( the( melt( blends.( Despite( the( absence( of(miscibility( in( the(blends,( the(results(show(that(PCL( is(able( to( influence( the(mechanical(properties( of( PLA.( ( Reducing( the( screw( speed( has( a( small( but( positive( effect( on( the(mechanical(properties,(particularly(in(the(75/25(PLA/PCL(blends.(It(was(evident(that(the(40(rpm(samples(possessed(inferior(properties(to(20(and(30(rpm(samples.(FTIR(analysis(of( the( melt( blends( exhibited( clear( changes( in( carbonyl( band( absorbance( with(composition.(Additionally,(the(carbonyl(bands(assigned(to(both(PLA(and(PCL(were(seen(to(shift(to(higher(wavenumbers(corresponding(to(decreasing(content(of(each(component,(indicating(an( interaction(between( the(polymers.(However,(DSC( showed( there(were(no(shifts( in( the(melting(points( corresponding( to(either(component,( although( it(was(noted(that( there(was(an( increase( in( the(crystallinity(of(PLA(2002D(upon( the(addition(of(PCL(indicating( that( PCL( was( acting( as( a( nucleating( agent.( Rheological( analysis( of( the(homopolymers(illustrated(a(higher(viscosity(for(PCL(than(PLA,(signifying(mixing(will(be(preferred( in( the( 25/75( PLA/PCL( blends( (where( the( matrix( possesses( the( higher(viscosity).( ( The( average( viscosity( ratios( calculated( at( 1%( strain( confirmed( the( lowest(ratios( were( for( the( 25/75( PLA/PCL( blend( for( both( systems,( although( 75/25(PLA2002D/PCL(also(exhibited(a(relatively(low(viscosity(ratio.(((The(blends(produced( in( the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide(were(extruded(at(150(˚C(at(20(and(30(rpm.(SEM(showed( that( these(blends(exhibited(an( improvement( in(morphology,(indicating( a( significant( reduction( in( droplet( size( and( dispersion( from( up( to( 10(µm( in(solvent(cast(blends(to(0.2(µm(in(the(blends(produced(in(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide.(An(increased(porosity(was(also(observed(however,(despite(this(porosity,(the(mechanical(
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properties(of(numerous(blend(compositions(produced(in(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide(showed(an(improvement.(The(rule(of(mixtures(model((assuming(perfect(adhesion)(was(calculated( for( the( Young’s( modulus( of( both( melt( and( CO2( assisted( blends.( It( was(observed( that( blends( produced( in( the( presence( of( carbon( dioxide( exhibited( greater(conformity( with( the( model( predictions.( The( viscosity( ratio( calculated( at( atmospheric(pressure(and(in(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide(showed(that(carbon(dioxide(lowers(the(viscosity(ratio(for(both(25/75(and(75/25(PLA/PCL(compositions.(DSC(analysis(showed(a(significant(reduction(in(the(crystallinity(of(PCL(in(the(75/25(PLA/PCL(blends.(This(was(attributed(to(fractionated(crystallisation(in(PCL(as(a(result(of(a(reduction(in(nucleation(density( associated( with( a( significant( decrease( in( droplet( size.( Additionally,( partial(miscibility( was( observed( in( the( 75/25( PLA/PCL( blends( by( a( reduction( in( the( glass(transition(and(melting(temperature(for(PLA(and(PCL(respectively.(Corresponding(to(the(reduction( in( PCL( crystallinity,( FTIR( showed( an( absence( of( the( crystalline( band.( SEC(analysis( indicated( that( processing( with( carbon( dioxide( inhibits( the( reduction( in(molecular(weight(that(is(observed(by(extruding(without(CO2.(((The(findings(of(blending(in(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide(indicate(that(by(injecting(CO2(into(the(polymer(melt,( it( is(able(to(act(as(a(molecular( lubricant,( thereby(reducing(their(viscosities(and(encouraging(increased(molecular(interaction(between(the(two(polymers.(Consequently( it( is(able(to( improve(the(adhesion(between(phases(at(the(microscale(and(induce(partial(miscibility.((((
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Rheological(studies(with(carbon(dioxide(were(undertaken(to(investigate(the(influence(of(CO2(on(the(reptation(time(of(poly(ε>caprolactone).( Introducing(carbon(dioxide( into(the(polymer(melt(resulted(in(a(reduction(in(reptation(time(equivalent(to(that(of(raising(the(temperature(by(20(˚C.(This(result(confirmed(that(CO2(was(interacting(with(the(polymer(by(diffusing(into(the(free(volume(between(the(individual(chains.(CO2(formed(Lewis(acid>base( interactions(with( the( carbonyl( groups( present( in( PCL,( disrupting( the( inter/intra(molecular( interactions.( As( a( consequence,( the( number( of( chain( entanglements(decreased,(resulting( in(an( increase( in( the( free(volume(and(the(mobility(of( the(polymer(chains.( By( further( increasing( the( pressure( it(was( seen( that( carbon( dioxide( had( a( less(significant( effect( on( reptation( time.( This( was( attributed( to( the( competing( pressure(effects,( where( raising( the( pressure( subsequently( forced( the( polymer( chains( closer(together,(reducing(the(viscosity.(Further(analysis(of(the(data(showed(that(the(activation(energy( to( flow(was(reduced,(which(was(consistent(with( the(reduction( in( the(reptation(times.(((Flash( DSC,( a( relatively( new( calorimetry( technique,( enabling( extremely( fast( scanning(rates( in( comparison( to( conventional( DSC,( was( used( to( undertake(measurements( that(conventional( DSC( cannot( achieve.( The( performance( of( the( instrument( was( first(characterised,( followed( by( some( initial( measurements( with( a( variety( of( different(materials;( PLA,( PCL,( PEI,( PEEK( and( indium.( The( operating( window( of( heating( and(cooling( rates( of( the( instrument( was( determined( using( argon( as( a( purge( gas( at(20(mL(min>1.(Thermal( lag(was(also(studied(using( the(melting(onset(of( indium((Ton).(Ton(increases( linearly( with( heating( rate( and( shows( a( progressive( thermal( lag( in( the(instrument(at(rates(in(excess(of(100(˚C(s>1.(Poly(ε>caprolactone)(was(chosen(as(a(‘model’(
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partially(crystalline(polymer,(used(to(demonstrate(the(suppression(of(crystallisation(by(increasing(the(cooling(rate.(It(was(shown(that(it(is(possible(to(prevent(crystallisation(at(rates( under( 500(˚C(s>1.( Additionally,( at( constant( cooling( rates( of( 1000(˚C(s>1,( the( cold(crystallisation(exotherm(was(prevented(with(heating(rates(of(3500(˚C(s>1.(Both(PEI(and(PLA(were( used( to( study( the( activation( energy( of( the( glass( transition.( Three( different(grades( of( PLA( with( varying( D>lactide( content( were( calculated( and( compared( from(Arrhenius(plots.(It(was(found(that(with(increasing(D>lactide(content((and(a(reduction(of(crystallinity)(within(the(polymer,(the(glass(transition(exhibits(a(lower(activation(energy.(An( initial( investigation( into( the( double( melting( behaviour( of( PEEK( showed( that( the(appearance(of(a(double(melting(peak(is(present(for(lower(cooling(rates.(By(increasing(the(cooling(rate,( the( lower(melting(peak(is(reduced(and(finally( inhibited(at(40(˚C(s>1.( It(was(suggested(that(the(lower(peak(was(attributed(to(melting(of(crystalline(regions(formed(on(the(previous(cooling(scan(and(the(higher(peak(was(associated(with(melt>recrystallisation(occurring(during(the(heating(scan.(((
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6.2(Further(Work(Extruded( blends( within( this( study( were( created( using( a( single>screw.( Twin>screw(extruders(have(a(greater(efficiency(of(blending(polymers(and(therefore(an(improvement(in( blends( could( be( obtained( by( using( a( twin>screw( by( enhanced( mixing( between(components.(This(enhanced(mixing(coupled(with(achieving(supercritical(conditions( for(CO2(could(lead(to(increased(reactions(between(the(two(polymers.(Further(investigations(could( be( undertaken( focusing( on( a( narrower( composition( window( (selecting( blends(around( 75/25( PLA/PCL).( This( would( establish( whether( a( more( specific( composition(could( enhance( the( final( morphology( and( properties( of( the( blends.( Alternative( blends(with( different( grades( of( PCL( could( be( prepared( in( addition( to( incorporating( a( co>polymer(compatibiliser.((The(novel(technique(of(Flash(DSC(was(explored(and(initially(characterised(to(determine(the( capabilities( of( the( machine.( Therefore,( there( is( undoubtedly( considerable( further(work( to( be( undertaken( using( the( Flash(DSC.( The( results( presented( in( chapter( 5(were(primarily(an( initial(performance(and(characterisation(check(of( the( instrument.(Further(characterisation( of( operating( windows( with( alternative( gases( (helium( and( nitrogen)(should( be( considered.( Expanding( upon( the( research( into( activation( energy( of( Tg(with(varying( D>lactide( content( by( experimenting( on( additional( grades( of( PLA,( will( help( to(provide(a(greater(insight(on(the(influence(of(D>lactide.(Alternative(methods(of( sample(preparation( could(be( looked( into,( such( as( spin( coating(and(ink(jet(printing(to(deposit(even(and(consistent(sample(sizes(and(masses.(Replication(of( polymer( processing( heating( and( cooling( rates( could( be( studied.( Additionally,( the(
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Difficulties( in(extruding(and(conveying(PLA(3051D(blends( frequently(occurred( in(both(preparation( methods( with( and( without( the( presence( of( carbon( dioxide.( Therefore,(limited( results( were( produced( and( the( alternative( PLA( 4060D( and( 2002D( grades((presented( in( the(main( body( of( the( thesis)(were( carried( forward( for( a(more( detailed(investigation.(((Due(to(the(higher(melting(temperature(of(PLA(3801X,(blends(were(extruded(at(170(˚C(in(the( absence( of( carbon( dioxide.( These( blends( exhibit( a( significant( reduction( in( droplet(size((see(Figure(A.6(to(Figure(A.8).(Despite(the(transcrystallinity(observed(in(the(solution(cast(25/75(PLA/PCL(sample((Figure(A.6(image(a),(this(characteristic(was(not(present(in(the(melt(blend(samples.((Unfortunately(PLA3801X/PCL(blends(would(not(extrude(and(convey(in(the(presence(of(carbon(dioxide(at(160(˚C(at(all(screw(speeds(investigated.((This(could(be(investigated(as(further( work,( changing( the( temperature( in( order( to( convey( the( polymer( melt( in( the(presence(of(CO2.(Alternatively,(these(blends(would(benefit(from(being(produced(using(an(intermeshing(twinMscrew(extruder,(where(the(polymer(melt(cannot(undergo(slip(at(the(barrel(wall([2,(3].(
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(Figure( A.3.( A( comparison( of( 25/75( PLA3051D/PCL( blends( produced( by:( a)( solvent( casting,(b)(melt( blending( at( 160(˚C( and( 30(rpm( and( c)( CO2( assisted( blending( at( 150(˚C,( 30(rpm( and(5%(CO2.(
(Figure( A.4.( A( comparison( of( 50/50( PLA3051D/PCL( blends( produced( by:( a)( solvent( casting,(b)(melt( blending( at( 160(˚C( and( 30(rpm( and( c)( CO2( assisted( blending( at( 150(˚C,( 30(rpm( and(5%(CO2.(
(Figure( A.5.( A( comparison( of( 75/25( PLA3051D/PCL( blends( produced( by:( a)( solvent( casting,(b)(melt( blending( at( 160(˚C( and( 30(rpm( and( c)( CO2( assisted( blending( at( 150(˚C,( 30(rpm( and(5%(CO2.(
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(Figure( A.6.( A( comparison( of( 25/75( PLA3801X/PCL( blends( produced( by:( a)( solvent( casting,(b)(melt(blending(at(170(˚C(and(30(rpm.(
(Figure( A.7.( ( A( comparison( of( 50/50( PLA3801X/PCL( blends( produced( by:( a)( solvent( casting,(b)(melt(blending(at(170(˚C(and(30(rpm.(













Polymer! Mw!/!g!mol41! Mn!/!g!mol41! Mw/Mn!
PLA!3051D! 151,114( 81,543( 1.85(
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High& pressure& CO2&was& utilised& during& blending& to& encourage&miscibility& between& two& normally&
immiscible&polymers:&poly(ε!caprolactone)&(PCL)&and&poly(lactic&acid)&(PLA).&Blends&were&prepared&
by&a&variety&of&different&methods;& solution&casting& from&diGchloromethane,&melt&blending&with&a&
singleGscrew& extruder& and&melt& blending& in& the& presence& of& carbon& dioxide.& High& pressure& CO2&
plasticises& polymers,& reducing& their& viscosities,& encouraging& increased& molecular& interaction&







The& use& of& biodegradable& polymers& is& becoming& increasingly& widespread& as& their& applications&
broaden&both&into&the&biomedical&[1]&and&food&packaging&industries&[2].&Persistent&rapid&growth&in&
the& consumption& of& biodegradable& plastics& is& forecast& for& the& foreseeable& future& [3].& Among&
biopolymers,&poly(lactic&acid)& (PLA)& is& the&most&prevalent& in&the&market&place,&due&to&availability&




lactic& acid& which& can& be& obtained& from& renewable& (sustainable)& resources& such& as& corn& and&
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sugarcane& [7,& 8].& It& has& therefore& attracted& attention& as& an& alternative& to& synthetic& nonG
biodegradable&polymers.&However,& it&has&been&reported&that&PLA& is& relatively&brittle& [9]&and&this&
has& limited& its& range& of& applications.& & Accordingly,& there& have& been& a& number& of& attempts& to&







PLA/PCL& blends& produced& through& solution& casting& from& chloroform& [10,& 14]& and& methylene&
chloride&[15]&were&found&to&be&immiscible&using&DSC,&DMA&and&SEM.&Choi&et"al.&studied&the&effect&
of& compatibilsers;& P(LLAGcoGεCL)& and& P(LLAGbGεCL),& on& the& morphology& of& PLA/PCL& blends.&
Miscibility&was&not&obtained,&however&there&was&a&reduction&in&size&of&the&dispersed&PCL&domains.&
Broz&et"al.&[15]&found&poor&adhesion&at&the&phase&boundary&interface&and&confirmed&immiscibility&
and& phase& separation& through& NMR.& It& was& hypothesised& that& to& improve& the& mechanical&
properties&of& the&blend,& the& samples& should&be&annealed& in& the& singleGphase& region&of& the& LCST&
phaseGdiagram& to& enhance& interfacial& adhesion.& They& concluded& that& interfacial& adhesion& may&
occur&when&the&majority&phase&is&PCL&[10]&.&





In& other& polymer& blend& systems,& high& pressure& and& supercritical& carbon& dioxide& (CO2)& assisted&
blending&has&been&exploited&in&the&production&of&PCL/PHB&[17],&PE/PS&[18,&19]&and&PLA/PEG&blends&
[20].&However,& it&has&yet&to&be&explored&in&the&blending&of&PCL&and&PLA.&The&introduction&of&CO2&
into& the&melt& has& been& seen& to& promote&miscibility& in& polymer& systems& [17G19].& CO2& is& able& to&
diffuse& into&the&free&volume&of&the&system&allowing&Lewis&acidGbase&reactions&to&occur,& reducing&
the& chain& entanglements& by& inhibiting& the& secondary& interactions& between& the& chains& [21].& This&
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expands& the& chain& separations& and& facilitates& chain& motions.& Blends& of& PE/PS& prepared& in& the&
presence&of&CO2&demonstrated&a&reduction&in&the&size&of&the&dispersed&phase&from&a&few&microns&
to&submicrons&[18].&&&
It& can& be& seen& from&previous& research& that& the& blending& of& PCL& and& PLA& has& been& found& to& be&
immiscible& when& prepared& through& solution& and& melt& blending.& Blending& PLA& and& PCL& in& the&








form&of& pellets&were& supplied&by&NatureWorks& LLC& (Nebraska,&USA).& & Poly(εGcaprolactone)& (PCL)&




Blends&were&prepared&by& solution& casting& and& extrusion&with& and&without& the&presence&of& CO2.&&





caprolactone).& & The& required& masses& of& each& polymer& (totalling& 4& g)& were& dissolved& in&
dichloromethane&(40&ml)&to&give&a&10&wt%&solution.&The&solutions&were&then&covered&and&stirred&








Prior& to& extrusion,& the& PLA& grades& were& dried& to& remove& any& residual& moisture.& Drying&
temperatures&and&times&were&selected&in&accordance&with&the&processing&data&sheets&provided&by&
Natureworks.&Consequently,&PLA&4060D&was&subjected&to&4&hours&at&45&°C&and&2002D&for&2&hours&
at& 90&°C.& The& dried& polymer& was& subsequently& stored& in& desiccators& with& silica& gel& (previously&
dried).&&
The& melt& blends& were& produced& using& a& Rondol& (Staffordshire,& UK)& bench& top& linear& 25&mm&
rotating&singleGscrew&extruder&with&a&L/D&(length/diameter)& ratio&of&25:1.&The&screw&possesses&a&
general&purpose&profile&of&3:1&compression&ratio.&It&was&made&of&high&strength&carbon&steel,&heatG





takeGoff& unit& (with& cooling& /& polishing& rolls)& placed& after& the& die,& cooled& the& extrudate& before&
passing&onto&a&conveyor&belt.&
Blends&of&preGmixed&pellets&were&added&to&the&hopper&of&the&extruder&in&200g&batches.&Barrel&and&
















In& order& to& calculate& the& CO2& concentration& for& addition& into& the& extruder,& each& polymer& was&
extruded& at& both& 20& and& 30&rpm& and& the& average& of& three& extruded& masses& per& minute& was&
calculated&for&each&screw&speed.&The&CO2&flow&rate&(g/min)&was&then&calculated&as&a&wt%&of&the&
measured&polymer&mass&extruded&per&minute&using&equation&1.&This&enabled&the&input&of&a&given&
concentration& of& CO2,& in& relation& to& the& polymer,& into& the& extruder.& This& calculated& value& was&
converted&into&ml/min&as&CO2&was&injected&as&liquid.&Equation&2&shows&this&conversion.&The&density&
of& CO2&was& calculated&by&NIST&webGbook& [22]& as& 0.91898& g&mlG1& based&on& the&CO2& pressure& and&
temperature&in&the&pump.&
&!"#$!!"#$!"#!(!/!"#)=" !"!!!"#$%#&'(&)"#! !"%!"" ×!"#$!!"#$!"#$%&'!(!/!"#!!)$ [Eq.$1]&
&!"#$!!"#$!"#!(!"/!"#) = !"#$!!"#$!"#!(!/!"#)!"#$%&'!"#!(!/!"#) & & & & & & [Eq.$2]&
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liquid& nitrogen.& The& fracture& surfaces& were& mounted& on& an& aluminium& stub& using& conductive&
carbon& adhesive& discs& and& coated& in& gold& using& a& Polaron& SC7640& sputter& coater.& Coating& the&
samples& for& 3&minutes& deposited& approximately& 10& to& 12& nm&of& gold,&which& provided& sufficient&








thickness&was& recorded& from&a& threeGpoint& average.& StressGstrain& curves&were& recorded&at& 25&˚C&




Thermal& analysis& of& the& blends& was& performed& using& a& Mettler& Toledo& DSC1& (Greifensee,&
Switzerland)& purged& with& nitrogen& at& a& gas& flow& rate& of& 100&cm3/min.& The& instrument& was&
interfaced&to&a&personal&computer&and&controlled&using&proprietary&STARe&software&(version&11).&
The& thermal& response&of& the& instrument&was&calibrated& from&the&enthalpy&of& fusion&of&a&known&







The& blends& created& by& solution& casting& from& dichloromethane& showed& clear& evidence& of& gross&
phase&separation&with&relatively&large&droplets&(up&to&10&µm)&as&observed&by&SEM&(Figure&2a&and&
2b).& This& observation& is& in& accordance& with& other& studies& in& which& clear& phase& separation& is&




compositions& and& screw& speeds& investigated.& However,& a& clear& improvement& in& dispersion& and&
droplet& size& (reduced& from& 10&µm& by& solution& casting& to& around& 1&µm& by& melt& blending)& was&
observed&in&the&75/25&PLA/PCL&composition&(Figures&3a&and&3b).&&
&
A& further& improvement& in& the& dispersion&was& observed&when& the& blends&were& prepared& in& the&











develop& causing& further& phase& separation& to& occur.& The& observation& of& phase& separation& in&
previous&PLA/PCL&solutionGcast&blends&was&attributed&to&crystallisation&of&PCL&and&expulsion&of&PLA&
in& these& crystalline& regions& through& spherulitic& growth& [23].& It&was& noted& that& phase& separation&
may& also&be& induced&by& the&presence&of& a& third& component,& the& solvent.& SolutionGcasting& these&
blends& promotes& phase& separation& and& may& not& reflect& the& true& morphology& of& the& two&
component&systems.&&




The& polymer& blend& solution& was& initially& transparent& and& no& interfacial& boundary& layers& were&
observed& as& a& result& of& any& solution& density& differences.& Therefore,&molecular& level&mixing&was&
assumed& to& have& taken& place.& Subsequently,& no& boundary& layers& were& observed& to& develop& on&
evaporation& of& the& solvent,& yet& the& final& blend&was& grossly& phase& separated.& Clearly,& the& phase&
separation& observed& in& this& preparation& method& was& induced& by& crystallisation& of& the&
homopolymers&from&solution.&
&
In& the& case& of& the& melt& blend& preparation,& the& high& shear& forces& encountered& in& the& barrel&
encourage&dispersion&of&the&blend&components.&The&morphology&of&the&blend&system&is&stabilised&











individual&chains.& &Once& inside,&CO2& forms&Lewis&acidGbase& interactions&with& the&carbonyl&groups&
(present&in&both&PLA&and&PCL).&&This&disrupts&the&inter/intra&molecular&interactions,&decreasing&the&
number&of&chain&entanglements&within&the&polymers&and&consequently&reduces&their&melting&point&




using&carbon&dioxide& [18,&19,&25].& These&blends& showed&a& significant&decrease& in& the& size&of& the&
dispersed&phase&from&a&few&microns&to&submicron&by&injecting&CO2.&In&summary,&the&introduction&
of& CO2& into& a& blend,& reduces& the& viscosity& and& also& the& interfacial& tension& between& the& two&
polymers.& & As& a& result,& an& improvement& is& seen& in& droplet& size& and& dispersion&when& producing&
immiscible&blends&in&the&presence&of&carbon&dioxide.$&
"
Figure& 5& shows& a& representative& example& of& the& engineering& stressGstrain& curves& for& all& the&
PLA4060D/PCL&blends&produced&by&melt&blending.&The&curve& for&100%&PLA& is& shown&as&an& inset&
due& to& the& dramatic& change& in& elongationGtoGbreak& across& composition.& It& is& clear& that& with&









are& obeying& the& rule& of&mixtures.& PCL& has& a& higher& elongation& than& PLA& and$by& blending& these&
polymers& together& the& properties& combine& resulting& in& a& higher& elongation& for& the& blend.& It& is&
evident&there&is&a&significant&improvement&in&properties&from&solution&casting&to&melt&blending.&For&
example,& the&25/75&PLA2002D/PCL&solvent&casting&sample&had&an&elongation&to&break&of&25%& in&
contrast& to& the& same& composition& produced& by& melt& blending,& with& elongation& around& 780%&
(figure&6b).& &Blending&in&the&presence&of&carbon&dioxide&exhibits&similar&mechanical&properties&to&
those& produced& by& melt& blending.& However,& there& are& a& number& of& instances& where& this&
preparation& method& of& blending& exhibits& superior& properties.& For& example,& in& the& PLA& 2002D&






The& improvement& in& mechanical& properties& indicates& that& CO2& has& influenced& the& interfacial&
tension& between& both& polymers& enabling& better& mixing& and& dispersion& of& phases.& As& a& result,&
partial& miscibility& developed& between& both& phases& subsequently& improves& the& mechanical&
properties.&The&finer&dispersion&of&droplets&results&in&lower&number&of&stress&concentration&points&
throughout& the& sample.& This& result& is& consistent&with& Todo&et" al.& [9]&who& found& that& larger& PCL&




Figures&9a&and&9b& show&the&DSC& traces&of&75/25&PLA/PCL&and& respective&homopolymers& for& the&
PLA4060D/PCL& and& PLA2002D/PCL& blends& produced& with& and& without& the& presence& of& carbon&
dioxide.& The& observation& of& two&melting& peaks& in& figure& 9b& confirms& that& phase& separation& has&












crystallisation&also&occurs& in& the&PCL& component.& This& result&was&attributed& to& the&dispersion&of&
PCL& into& isolated& droplets,& greater& in& number& than& the& available& active& heterogeneities& usually&
present& in& the& bulk& homopolymer& [27].& A& reduction& in& PCL& crystallinity& corresponding& with&
decreased&droplet&size&has&also&been&reported&in&PLLA/PCL&blends&[14].&Furthermore,&(figure&9b),&
the& glass& transition& of& PLA& can& now& be& partially& observed& immediately& prior& to& the& melting&
endotherm&of&PCL&(in&the&75/25&PLA2002D/PCL&blend&produced&in&the&presence&of&carbon&dioxide).&
The& PLA& glass& transition& midpoint& for& this& blend& is& 52&˚C& compared& to& 56&˚C& exhibited& by& the&
homopolymer.& &This&slight&reduction&in&Tg&of&PLA&suggests&the&development&of&partial&miscibility.&
The&PLA4060D/PCL&blends& (figure&9a)&produced& in& the&presence&of& carbon&dioxide&also&exhibit&a&
reduction&in&PCL&crystallinity.&The&glass&transition&for&PLA&4060D&cannot&be&determined&due&to&the&
overlapping& transition& corresponding& to& the&melting& of& PCL.& 100%& extruded& PCL& and& the& 75/25&
PLA4060D/PCL&melt&blend&exhibits&a&peak&melting&point&at&63&˚C.&However,&a&reduction&of&4&˚C&in&
the& peak&melting& point& of& PCL& (59&˚C)& is& apparent& in& the& 75/25& PLA/PCL& blend& produced& in& the&
presence&of&carbon&dioxide,&again&indicating&partial&miscibility.&&
&
Cold&crystallisation& is&observed&between& the&melting&peak&of&PCL&and&PLA& (figure&9b)& suggesting&
that&PCL&may&be&acting&as&a&nucleating&agent&for&PLA.&The&finer&distribution&of&PCL&droplets&(acting&
as&more&nucleating&points)&within& the&CO2& assisted&blend&may& allow&additional& crystallisation& to&
occur& upon& heating.& It& has& been& commonly& reported& [28,& 29]& that& PLA& exhibits& relatively& slow&
crystallisation& kinetics& and& it& has& been& found& that&within& the& timeGscales& of& a& conventional& DSC&
experiment& run& at& 10&˚C/min,& PLA& will& not& undergo& crystallisation& (on& cooling)& from& the& melt.&
Therefore,&it&is&unusual&to&observe&a&melting&endotherm&post&processing.&The&double&melting&peak&
on& the& PLA& component& for& the& CO2& assisted& blend& indicates& the& formation& of& different& lamellae&












Blends& produced& by& solution& casting& display& immiscibility& across& all& compositions.& A& significant&
improvement&in&mechanical&properties&and&droplet&size&was&observed&through&melt&blending&using&
a& single& screw&extruder.&Although& the&mechanical&properties&of& the&CO2&assisted&blends& showed&
little&improvement&on&those&samples&made&by&melt&blending,&the&SEM&images&clearly&indicate&an&
improvement& at& the&microscale.&However,& porous& structures&have&been&observed&which& explain&
the&lack&of&a&significant&improvement&in&mechanical&properties.&Regardless&of&the&porosity&within&
these& samples,& it& must& be& noted& that& an& improvement& in& mechanical& properties& is& found,&
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